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As the digital revolution continues and the use of the Internet further 
develops, digital libraries have become an important tool for communication 
and development of digital culture during the Internet era. Digital libraries 
will also play a more important role in the future development of digital 
culture and society. Searching for both printed books and E-books is now 
frequently done through a digital library interface. This is important when 
considering the development of digital media and mobile devices.  
People will have a preference for how they interact with a mobile device to 
search a digital library. How do people search for books? What is required in 
a digital library interface? Do people have a preference for how they search 
for books? What are the factors that affect people's preferences for library 
search interfaces? These are the main issues that need to be explained and 
studied in this thesis.  
The features of a digital library interface can affect people's preferences. There 
are nine features that could help to improve library search interface design, 
which involves book title, author, publisher, time, little book cover, bigger 
book cover, introduction, location, and price. This research concerns on 
assessment of people’s display preferences for digital library interfaces on a 
mobile device or computer. The researcher investigates examples of different 
library search interfaces to assess people’s display preferences for a library 
search interface on a mobile device. By analyzing and discussing the results of 
this research, the researcher investigates the factors that affect people's 
preferences for library search interfaces.  
This thesis shows different preferences of readers for different library search 




factors of the digital library search interfaces. People with different 
backgrounds tend to prefer the traditional library search interface with book 
title, author, publisher, time, and little book cover. This trend is not affected 
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Chapter 1 - Introduction 
This research assesses people’s display preferences for digital library 
interfaces. The researcher compares previous work on the development and 
use of digital libraries, and work in related areas to new investigations with 
digital library users. Through this research, participants’ preferences for the 
display of book meta-data in digital library interfaces was collected and 
analyzed. By analyzing and discussing the results of this research, the 
researcher investigates the factors that affect people's preferences for library 
search interfaces.  
1.1 Motivation 
As the digital revolution continues and the use of the Internet further 
develops, digital libraries have become an important tool for communication 
and development of digital culture during the Internet era. Digital libraries 
will also play a more important role in the future development of digital 
culture and society. This is important when considering the development of 
digital media and mobile devices. E-books are also important, and searching 
for both printed books and E-books is now frequently done through a digital 
library interface. For further development, this research considers the 
influences that could help to improve library search interface design when 
using a mobile device. The look of this search interface is potentially 
important for how intuitive it feels for people to search for books within this 
interface.  
1.2 Thesis hypothesis 
The hypothesis of this research is:  
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People will have a preference for how they interact with a library search 
interface. 
The purpose of this thesis is to study how the features of a digital library 
interface can affect people's preferences. The researcher investigates examples 
of different library search interfaces to assess people’s display preferences for 
a library search interface. The research will also try to establish what 
preferences people have for interacting with a mobile device to search a 
digital library.  
1.3 Research questions 
To investigate this hypothesis, four main research questions were addressed. 
These questions were related to the way people search for books, the features 
of a digital library interface on a mobile, the preferences of participants when 
they search for books, and the factors that affect people's preferences for 
library search interfaces.  
The key research questions were:  
RQ1: How do people search for books?  
RQ2: What is required in a digital library interface?  
RQ3: Do people have a preference for how they search for books? 
RQ4: What are the factors that affect people's preferences for library 
search interfaces?  
1.3.1 How do people search for books? (RQ1) 
This question is required to gain understanding of the processes that people 
use to search for books, and to find out what preferences people have for 
selecting books in both digital and physical libraries. This research question is 
addressed in the literature review section (Chapter 2).  
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To understand how people search for books, the researcher firstly gives an 
overview of the history and the development of E-books, as well as the 
differences between printed books and E-books (see Section 2.1 and Section 
2.2). Then the researcher lists the steps that people take when choosing books, 
and summarizes the reasons that drive people searching for books from a 
physical or digital library (see Section 2.4).  
1.3.2 What is required in a digital library interface? (RQ2) 
Research Question 2 promotes investigation and understanding of how the 
elements in digital library interfaces are presented. These features of digital 
library interfaces may affect people's preferences for library search interfaces. 
Knowing what features affect people’s preferences could help the researcher 
to provide recommendations for developing better digital library interfaces. 
This research question is addressed in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3.  
Through understanding the process that people use for choosing books from 
digital and physical libraries (see Section 2.3), the researcher gains a general 
view of people's current ways for choosing books. Chapter 2 discusses the 
related work and explains the development and use of digital libraries by 
users (see Section 2.3). Through this section the researcher sums up and 
analyzes what features help to improve digital library interface design (see 
Section 2.5), and how to use these design elements to develop library 
interfaces for users. Chapter 3 discusses a study of the design of several 
different library search interfaces. In Chapter 3, the advantages and 
disadvantages of the different major categories of library search interfaces are 
described (see Section 3.1). The researcher analyzes the features of each digital 
library search interface, proposes the elements that may be most important in 
a digital library interface, and considers how these elements could help in 
designing the usability study of this thesis (see Section 3.2).  
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1.3.3 Do people have a preference for how they search for books? 
(RQ3) 
Research Question 3 is required to be answered before RQ4. Before 
determining the factors that affect people's preferences for library search 
interfaces, firstly it needs to be determined whether people actually have a 
preference for how they search for books. This research question is addressed 
in Chapter 4. Chapter 4 describes the design of eight different digital library 
search interface prototypes on a mobile device. This research also assesses 
people’s display preferences for how they search for books on a mobile device. 
The researcher develops different design ideas for digital library interfaces on 
a mobile device (see Section 4.2.1 and Section 4.2.2), and designs a total of 
eight different ways to navigate these library search interface pages (see 
Section 4.2.3). A survey of these eight electronic interactive examples is 
described, and the results of this study are discussed to answer this research 
question (see Section 4.4 and Section 4.5).  
1.3.4 What are the factors that affect people's preferences for 
library search interfaces? (RQ4) 
Research Question 4 is required to understand and explore the factors that 
affect people's preferences for library search interfaces. This question gets 
back to the thesis hypothesis of this study: what preferences do people have for 
interacting with a mobile device to search a digital library? This research question 
(RQ4) is addressed in Chapter 4. In Chapter 4, the researcher proposes eight 
different design approaches for a library search interface and assesses 
people’s preferences for these (see Sections 4.2 and 4.3). During the guided 
interview of this research, the researcher asks participants a series of 
Chapter 1 - Introduction 
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questions to determine their preference for different aspect of the interface 
design. By analyzing and discussing the results of this research, the researcher 
answers RQ4 (see Sections 5.4 and 5.5).  
1.4 Structure of this thesis 
The structure of this thesis is outlined below:  
Chapter 2: This chapter addresses background information on E-books, and 
the literature on the development and use of digital libraries by users. Then it 
discusses the steps and reasons that people have when choosing books from 
physical and digital libraries. In this chapter, the researcher discusses 
definitions and concepts relevant to the investigation of E-book history, the 
differences between printed books and E-books. The researcher continues to 
detail the literature regarding people's preference for choosing books, and 
sum up the reasons that determine peoples search for books. The research 
undertaken into how to design and develop digital libraries for users is 
described. This section begins to address RQ 1: how do people search for books; 
and RQ2: what is required in a digital library interface?  
Chapter 3: This chapter addresses the study of several different library search 
interfaces. The four main types of current library book search pages and 
books sale websites are discussed. In this chapter, several different major 
categories of library search interface are identified, and the advantages and 
disadvantages of these categories are described. This chapter continues to 
discuss RQ2. Through this library interface study the features of each search 
interface are analyzed to determine how this could help the usability study 
developed in the subsequent chapters.  
Chapter 4: This chapter addresses the investigation of several different library 
search interface examples, and the research concerns assessing people’s 
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display preferences for a library search interface design. In this chapter, the 
researcher sets out eight electronic interactive examples of variations of a 
library search interface on a device based on preliminary design models 
developed from what was learnt in Chapter 4. A survey of these eight 
electronic interactive examples was done, and the results of this study are 
discussed. This section begins to address RQ3: do people have a preference for 
how they search for books; and RQ4: what are the factors that affect people's 
preferences for library search interfaces?  
Chapter 5: This chapter summarizes the results of the work conducted for this 
thesis, which assesses people’s display preferences for a library search 
interface design. The researcher provides more suggestions on how to design 
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Chapter 2 – Related Work 
This chapter covers the background information on E-books, with discussing 
of definitions and concepts relevant to this investigation of E-book history, the 
differences between printed books and E-books, and discusses the literature 
on the development and use of digital libraries. The researcher considers 
people's preference for choosing books, and summarizes the reasons that 
people search for books. The research is undertaken into how to design and 
develop digital libraries for users. This chapter begins to address RQ1: how do 
people search for books; and RQ2: what is required in a digital library interface?  
2.1 E-books 
This section reports the related work regarding E-Books, E-readers, and 
E-reading. This section discusses the definitions and concepts of E-books, 
E-book history, and the contrasts between printed books and E-books.  
2.1.1 E-book definition 
The word E-book is a shortened form of the word ‘electronic book’, which 
means “a digital file that contains several text and images, and makes it 
suitable to display on a screen which is similar to a printed book” (Attwell, 
2010). There are two ways to create E-books. The first way is to create E-books 
by transferring the printer source files to digital formats, while the second 
way is to form E-books from a database or series of text files after a systematic 
process, and finally can be read and used through various E-reading devices 
(Attwell, 2010).  
Browne and Coe (2012) studied people reading and using nonfiction E-books. 
According to Browne and Coe (2012), users can browse, search, and use the 
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index to navigate nonfiction E-books, and consider possible improvements in 
this task. Browne and Coe (2012) hypothesized that E-books would provide 
key navigation capabilities in printed books in future development, and will 
identify several tools based on their ability to search for electronic text.  
2.1.2 E-book history 
During the 1990 to 2000 period, computers increased in popularity and 
became more commonplace in the home and the office. This led to the 
development of E-book editing software. E-books started to take their first 
step with the growth of various software formats for E-reading (Clark, 2013). 
At this time, the content of E-books could only be read through specific 
software installed in personal computers, and most of the contents were 
text-based. After 2000, electronic books broke away from the text limitations, 
largely due to the significant improvements to the Internet and digital cloud 
technology. They began to have more file types including text, pictures and 
sound during this time (Liu, 2015).  
With the development of mobile phones and pads, people began to use 
mobile devices to read E-books, but several drawbacks existed such as small 
screen and conversion problems (Liu, 2015). By 2010, tablets and smartphones 
were everywhere and it was no longer difficult for people to read E-books 
through mobile devices. E-book use is increasing, Amazon purchasing more 
E-books than printed books even back in 2011 (Hamblen, 2011). Some 
disciplines have shown more use of E-books than printed books as early as 
2002 (Christianson & Aucoin, 2005). At this stage, multimedia and interactive 
E-books were developed and companies such as Amazon also created special 
devices to make it easier for their customers to read E-books.  
In the last decade, many devices such as the personal computer, digital note 
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E-book, tablet, mobile phone and a special E-book device, allow readers to 
download text and read it on the screen more easily. In addition, design of 
devices and other details can also influence users’ satisfaction and usability 
concerns. One article contained a survey relating to five main leading E-book 
reading devices, and used the data to evaluate the user satisfaction. Some 
respondents valued the reader's portability, and prefer the ability to have 
more than one book on a single reading device (Richardson & Mahmood, 
2012).  
Another survey research made by Gibson and Gibb (2011) evaluated the 
selection of second-generation E-book reading devices, in order to find out 
which E-book readers could offer the user the best functionality experience. 
While many of the problems associated with size, weight, and screen quality 
have been improved in the second-generation E-book reading devices, there 
are still some issues. E-books still have several problems such as copyright 
issues, no recognized standard-setting organizations, too many mobile 
devices, and applications update too quickly. Designers and readers can use 
the E-book readers for seeking academic information, and the favorable 
development of E-books will almost certainly continue. (Gibson & Gibb, 
2011).  
2.2 Printed books and E-books 
It is important to realize the difference between E-books and printed books. 
The differences in the use patterns between the E-books and printed books do 
exist. People are more inclined to choose printed books. However, assuming 
that he or she has time to consult the literature in a laboratory far away from 
the library, E-books could be a sensible choice (Christianson & Aucoin, 2005).  
E-books are not another format of printed books. They are different from 
printed books. E-books can include some functions that printed books not 
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have, such as the connection function. E-books cannot only link parts of the 
book together, but also can link E-books to external content (Browne & Coe, 
2012). E-books are no longer a copy or translation from printed books to 
screen-based books (Martin & Aitken, 2012).  
An E-book has to be searchable, quotable, a source for new editions or 
republication of old editions, and be trivial to read, search, quote, and 
all those things via all common hardware/software combinations.  
(Hart, 1971, cited in Richardson & Mahmood, 2012, p. 171)  
E-reading becomes an increased choice for readers in recent years. Library 
electronic book collection dramatically increased over the decade to 2010 (Wu 
& Mitchell, 2010). During the year 2012, 21% of American adults report 
having read E-books, and the number of E-book reading devices has been 
increased significantly (Rainie, Zickuhr, Purcell, Madden, & Brenner, 2012). 
However, despite the increase in E-book circulation, budgets and purchases, 
there are still academic groups who like printed books, regardless of their 
year, degree or location. The paper format becomes the most common reason 
why users choose not to read E-book formats (Cassidy, Martinez, & Shen, 
2012).  
One study done by Roesnita and Zainab (2013) identified the usage pattern of 
E-books by undergraduates at the University of Malaya library. The results 
showed that, although the students and Internet users have more Internet 
technology proficiency with a positive attitude towards E-book reading, 
E-book use level is still not high with 39% of E-book users (Roesnita & Zainab, 
2013).  
There are still a number of problems with the availability and desirability of 
E-book reading devices. The most important problem is that the functions of 
various E-book readers will eventually need to meet the needs of library users. 
Equipment design and other types of details can change consumer satisfaction 
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and availability issues (Martin & Aitken, 2012).  
2.3 Digital libraries 
This section discusses the related work regarding development of digital 
libraries by talking about the concepts and navigation of digital libraries.  
2.3.1 Digital library definition 
A digital library is a special library with “focused collections of digital objects, 
including text, video, and audio, along with methods for access and retrieval, 
and for selection, organization, and maintenance” (Witten, 2009, p. 19). 
According to Witten (2009), there were big differences between digital 
libraries. The size and scope of different digital libraries may be related to 
individuals, organizations, or library buildings and academic institutions that 
affiliated with existing libraries. The digital libraries are a kind of information 
retrieval system.  
Digital library was increasingly defined as an indicator of collecting resources 
based on the Web rather than keeping the own resources (Francisco-Revilla et 
al., 2001). Digital library search webpage is one example according to this 
definition. As a new form of multimedia information systems, digital libraries 
could be used to support the creation of digital content, search and use the 
information (Borgman et al., 2000).  
2.3.2 Recent improvement of digital library 
There was an early project focused on creating an E-card directory called the 
Online Public Access Catalog (OPAC). By the 1980s, OPAC replaced the 
traditional card catalogs of many libraries (academic, public and special) (Bell, 
2015). In this way, the library can support library resource sharing and library 
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information expansion outside the library through the additional useful 
cooperation. In 1994, digital library was first improved by the NSF / DARPA 
/ NASA Digital Libraries Initiative (Fox, 1999).  
Digital libraries have several advantages compared with traditional physical 
libraries. Firstly, the resources in digital libraries are stored in digital form, 
which makes the reader track books more easily. Secondly, digital library 
could allow readers to access library collections remotely, quickly and 
thoroughly. Finally, search technology provides readers flexibility and 
efficiency (Wiederhold, 1995).  
2.3.3 Data management 
Digital data management has many difficulties. These include the diversity of 
unstructured documents that need to be incorporated into the data 
infrastructure of digital libraries, including the results of physical, natural and 
computer experiments; 3D objects; time series and multimedia (Trachtengerts, 
Erkimbaev, Zitserman, & Kobzev, 2015). Some scientific departments, such as 
Earth and Space Science, Biomedicine, Materials Science, etc., generate large 
amounts of data resulting in "big data problems" and digital libraries are a 
way to assist with the management of this type of data (Trachtengerts et al., 
2015).  
Another type of data management is that of the digital book collection which 
differs from the physical book collection. Library E-book collection has 
dramatically increased in the past decade. Currently, suppliers, service 
models, and content types are diversified for catalog preparation and 
directory maintenance, which caused various problems. Many libraries 
provided bibliographic records for E-books through external data providers, 
but the catalogs are mainly focused on personal record rules and standards 
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rather than data management collection (Wu & Mitchell, 2010).  
2.4 Choosing books 
This section discusses the process of selecting books from physical and digital 
libraries. When people choose books from physical libraries and digital 
libraries, a process is needed. According to (Hinze, McKay, Vanderschantz, 
Timpany, & Cunningham, 2012), getting a book from a physical or digital 
library could be divided into four steps:  
(1) Identifying books of interest (e.g. via the catalogue);  
(2) Physically retrieving the books from the shelves;  
(3) Choosing among the available options;  
(4) Accessing and reading the book for the desired content.  
 (Hinze et al., 2012, p. 305) 
These steps are similar to the steps that were summed up in another study of 
McKay et al. (2011). When people borrow or choose books from digital or 
physical libraries, their behavior could be divided into three steps. Firstly a 
reader gathers or collects data to find candidates. Then the reader examines 
each candidate and evaluates the relevance. Finally the reader borrows those 
books related to his / her information needs (McKay et al., 2011). 
Another analysis by Ross (2000) suggests that the choice of the reading 
process of the book must include five relevant elements: reader's reading 
experience; available resources using by reader; the elements of a book that 
the reader considers in the book selection; book navigation details; and the 
reader's spending when visiting a particular book.  
Many researches have observed and discussed the process of how people 
choose books. These researches could be divided into two sections: people 
selecting books from physical library, and people selecting books from digital 




2.4.1 Book searching and browsing 
Book selection is a very important part for book using. McKay et al. (2012) 
analyzed the E-book records of university library books and wanted to know 
how the readers working with them were making the relevant decisions. This 
study raised the question as how readers make decisions about E-books. The 
interface reviewed by McKay et al. in that study provided readers with three 
navigation methods: the ToC on the left, the top navigation and scrolling. 
(McKay et al., 2011).  
E-books numbers in library collections have increased dramatically over the 
past few years (Browne & Coe, 2012). According to Browne and Coe (2012), 
E-book navigation should rely on searching, browsing and using indexes. 
Compared with the printed books, E-books have additional features, but may 
also lose the index and image components. These navigation methods could 
not work properly for some E-books and reading devices. With the 
development of E-book improvements, E-books can provide the key 
navigation features provided in the printed book, and can also provide a 
variety of other tools based on the search for electronic text functions. 
Different users have different navigation needs and preferences, through 
browsing, searching and indexing E-book navigation, by providing users with 
access options, including efficient free text search and easy viewing (Browne 
& Coe, 2012).  
2.4.2 Selecting books from a physical library 
According to the study by Cunningham et al. (2013) of children in public 
libraries there was a great deal of interaction between the reader and the 
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library shelf (Cunningham et al., 2013), and most of the work focuses on two 
research directions: students and children.  
It has been shown that people still like to search and select books from the 
bookshelves (Hinze et al., 2012). Hinze et al. (2012) described how people get 
a physical library book from a library bookshelf. This study was conducted in 
academic and government libraries. The researchers in this study visited the 
library alone or in pairs to observe the reader's book selection behavior. 
According to this research, physical shelves are hard to navigate: only the 
tallest readers can see books that sit on the top shelves easily, and books on 
the lowest shelves are difficult for many readers to see easily. The physical 
interaction with the book in the selection process showed that the interface 
worthy of research enables people to "touch" a book quickly, easily and 
intuitively. As a decision-making behavior, quick reading may not be 
transferred directly into the current E-book environment (Hinze et al., 2012).  
Rinehart, Gerlach, Wisell and Welker (1998) investigated eighth grade 
students and wanted to know how they chose books for entertainment 
reading. The research determined and analyzed the strategies used in the 
book selection process and the type of information that students think is 
important according to their experience. The students were able to use 
abstracts, headings, and cover illustrations as important information when 
searching for books. They will predict whether they want to read their 
respective books accurately through this information. This study also 
demonstrated the complexity of student predictions and assessments as well 
as the impact of personal experience and perspectives. Many students focused 
on their favorite stories to discuss the relationship between their lives and the 
features, and revealed their emotions in the process of reading (Rinehart et al., 
1998).  
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Dungworth, Grimshaw, McKnight and Morris (2004) did a research analyzing 
the preferences of 132 children when reading books. Dungworth et al. (2004) 
found that females prefer to read more than males. Pupils were mainly 
reading to enjoy and relax. Books like comics or magazines were popular. 25% 
of the males and less than 25% of the females used computers to read at home. 
One in five of the pupils chose to read books on a computer (Dungworth et al., 
2004).  
In the study of the virtual book spine by Dushay (2004), the user can visually 
browse a lot of information. The function of book spine is multifaceted. 
Publishers can use book spines to visually "brand" their book. Bookstores can 
use book spines to help sort books by subject, and then place the book on the 
shelves by the author. The bookstore customers can use book spines to 
identify the required books. The library staff may use book spines to order 
books. Readers may use book spines to identify books (Dushay, 2004).  
2.4.3 Selecting books from a digital library 
McKay et al. (2012) made a study of how readers decided on E-books. It takes 
into account a specific aspect of the process of selecting books from digital 
libraries. Through this study, McKay et al. (2012) reviewed a currently used 
interface to provide readers with three navigation methods: the left side of the 
directory, the top navigation and scrolling. The five most common parts of the 
book include the previous chapter, chapter title, directory, first page content 
and presentation. Readers are seen moving through the interface page by 
page, flipping to the middle of the content section and navigating directly to 
the chapter title. The readers usually make quick decisions about the book, or 
use all of their available browsing time.  
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2.4.4 Reasons for people choosing books 
The reasons that readers choose books tend to be similar. However, these 
reasons were different for readers of different age range.  
Kragler (2000) did a study of students’ choice of book selection. The students 
in this study were randomly selected, and used the optional literature-reading 
program. The result found out that the criteria of the younger students when 
viewing books included viewing the pictures, reading the authors they were 
familiar with, and listening to friends' suggestions. In the research of Kragler 
(2000), the book searching reasons mentioned by the students included the 
length of the word, the size of the print, the length of the book, and other 
factors related to the book.  
Children mainly used reading to enjoy and relax themselves. The more 
popular kind of items for them were the comics or magazines (Dungworth et 
al., 2004). Reutzel and Gali (1998) found that children usually chose books 
based on books’ physical characteristics. They tended to have an overall view 
of their preferred books. The time limitation, restriction of the observation, 
personal reasons and self-conscious will also affect children's book selection 
behavior. The children would like to choose the first book they saw on any 
shelves associated with the topic they want, rather than browsing the most 
suitable volume according to their needs (Reutzel and Gali, 1998).  
2.5 Interface design of E-books and digital libraries 
The development of E-book reading equipment provides a broad space for 
collaboration between designers and authors. In earlier versions of the 
technology, many old models recorded and contacted new media. As for 
paging, story narration, static interface and other functions, E-books are 
mainly like traditional printed books. The development of second-generation 
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technology provides a chance for people to change their minds, and the new 
tablet platform offers a lot of possibilities (Martin & Aitken, 2012). New forms 
of E-books may include pictures, sounds, videos, multimedia and social 
interactions that can be provided in a hierarchical way, so that readers can 
explore a topic and then go to another topic. In this way, the traditional 
author's concept is often not appropriate. According to Martin and Aitken 
(2012), digital literacy has influenced the cooperation and creation between 
designers and writers. Designers should change their roles from historical 
design to collaborators. This item shows the designer's potential need for a 
new model on the tablet as an "imaginator". Wang (2012) gives another way to 
prove this theory that the use of simple design techniques help showing book 
cover design simplicity. This will be a feasible way to design simple book 
covers, which could help readers choose books.  
2.5.1 Display and search results 
Digital library researchers faced with several challenges that focus on helping 
readers find the things they were looking for. These included designing a 
overview that makes it easy and meaningful to identify patterns, creating 
understandable interfaces to identify what the readers want, and making the 
search results effectively displayed (Shneiderman, 2000).  
Digital library studies have shown that the display of E-book content has an 
impact on reader’s ability to find and read books. McKay et al. (2012) studied 
how E-book structure affected the use of these E-books. Their study showed 
that presentation issues could increase the number of readers who choose to 
discontinue reading in a relatively short period of time compared with other 
documents, which appeared not to have those same presentation issues 
(McKay et al., 2012).  
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Many studies have focused on book design or library academic book design. 
Cataloging and browsing book interface design was rarely studied. Some 
interface design studies mainly focused on children. Borgman et al. (2000) 
designed a search system based on the tendency of children 's natural 
exploration, and used this system explore the information search behavior of 
children. The results showed that the bookshelf metaphor was a successful 
tool for promoting effective browsing of digital library catalogs. This result 
supports the applicability of bookshelf metaphor in children's digital 
environment.  
Vanderschantz, Timpany, and Hinze (2015) investigated the design 
preferences of people in the personal digital library catalog (eReaders) on 
mobile devices. Vanderschantz et al. (2015) created five paper prototype 
interfaces, and used these interfaces when conducting a survey of nine E-book 
reader interfaces to evaluate their design principles. The results showed that 
E-book selection also could be influenced by the contents of book cover, 
book-related information, metadata and book content. The interfaces of 
E-books in the digital library on mobile devices tended to use a bookshelf 
metaphor. The features of the preferred paper prototype interface by the 
participants included: easy to understand, browsing effectively, efficient 
information found rapidly, and suitable for the device. This paper prototype 
interface was found to be the easiest to understand because it provided a clear 
layout, and delivered visual and textual information. In this study, personal 
digital library users preferred to choose the paper prototype interface adding 
metadata (such as title and description), or using some way to achieve the 
visual representation of the book such as showing the book cover 
(Vanderschantz et al., 2015).  




This chapter introduced the history and development of E-books, as well as 
the differences between printed book and E-book. In the past two decades, the 
history of E-books has developed rapidly, the differences between printed 
books and E-books both have advantages and disadvantages, but it cannot be 
denied that E-books are gradually reaching a dominant position in peoples 
reading activities, in particular in academic environment.  
The researcher discussed definitions and concepts of digital library, and 
discusses the process and reasons of selecting books from physical and digital 
libraries. Digital libraries have several advantages compared with traditional 
physical libraries. Readers could track books more easily, access library 
collections remotely, quickly and thoroughly. The global spread of platforms, 
such as Network and electronic reading devices, has improved the potential 
of digital library in the teaching and learning area. This is important when 
considering the further development of digital media and mobile devices, 
which could help students set their goals and manage educational content.  
2.6.1 Answering RQ1 
This chapter addressed RQ1: how do people search for books?  
Book selection is a very important part of the book use process. People's 
preference for choosing books could be mainly divided into a four step 
process: identify interest books through the catalog, retrieve the books from 
the shelves, select available options, access and read the desired content of the 
book (Hinze et al., 2012). The future study of people’s book selection behavior 
in physical libraries, which focused on the book search process, could also 
give better recommendations for people to choose digital library books.  
There are many reasons for determining how people choose books. The book 
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searching reasons for students included the length of a word, the size of the 
print, the length of the book, and other books related factors (Kragler, 2000). 
Children usually chose books based on the books’ physical characteristics. 
Many things such as time limitation, restriction of the observation, personal 
reasons and self-conscious would affect children's book selection behavior 
(Reutzel & Gali, 1998).  
Recently, there are not very much studies talking about the process of 
people’s book choosing behavior, especially for the groups of people except of 
students and children. The research of people’s behavior of selecting books 
from physical libraries has not been studied enough. Different people may 
have different preferences for choosing books. The reasons how people search 
for books show a great deal of variety. More research needs to be done in 
these areas in the future.  
2.6.2 Answering RQ2 
This chapter also began to discuss RQ2: what is required in a digital library 
interface?  
Researchers have found that many elements that can help improve the library 
search interface design. The new form of E-books may include pictures, sound, 
video, multimedia and social interaction that can be provided in a hierarchical 
way so that the reader can explore the subject and then go to another topic.  
The design of digital library interface should make it easy to identify patterns, 
create understandable interfaces to identify what the readers want, and make 
the search results displayed effectively (Shneiderman, 2000). The use of 
simple design techniques could help showing book cover design simplicity 
(Wang, 2012). The content presentation of digital library has a big impact on 
readers’ search and reading behavior (McKay et al., 2012). The bookshelf 
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metaphor was a successful tool for promoting effective browsing of digital 
library catalogs (Borgman et al., 2000). In the study of Vanderschantz et al., 
digital library users preferred to choose interfaces with metadata (such as title 
and description), or using some way to achieve the visual representation of 
the book (such as book cover) (Vanderschantz et al., 2015). The digital library 
interface requires simple and understandable content presentation.  
There are many elements such as the interaction connection method and 
content presentation ways that can help improve the library search interface 
design. Studies to date of the factors that are required in a digital library 
interface are not comprehensive. More factors of connection method and 
content presentation can be designed to study whether they are required in a 
digital library interface in the future.  
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Chapter 3 - Library Interface Case Study 
This chapter reports the case study of several different library Search Result 
Pages (SRPs). Here we discuss the distinct forms of four main types of current 
library book search pages and books sale websites. In this chapter, we will try 
to identify several different major categories of library SRP, and describe the 
advantages and disadvantages of these categories.  
With the growing awareness and use of digital libraries, people are more 
inclined to choose digital media or use a website to select and search for 
books instead of getting them from a physical library (Rainie et al., 2012). 
Differences in library SRPs could impact a users ability to successfully find 
and use books. Six university libraries, two city libraries, one E-book 
catalogue, and three books sale websites have been chosen as the objects of 
study in this chapter. This chapter continues to discuss RQ2: what is required in 
a digital library interface? Through this library SRP study we analyze the 
features of each search page, and find out how this could help the usability 
study of the subsequent chapters.  
3.1 Method 
The researcher selected six university libraries, two city libraries, one E-book 
catalogue, and three books sale websites have been chosen as the objects of 
study in this chapter. Students can use abstracts, titles, and cover illustrations 
as important information when searching for books (Rinehart et al., 1998).  
Table 1 below shows the six interfaces that were included in this study. The 
examples that were searched and analyzed in this study could be divided into 
four main types: university library, city library, E-book catalogue, and book 
sale website.  
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Table 1: Different types of library SRPs 
Type of Interface Language of Interface Name of Interface 
University library 
Chinese language interface 
Tsinghua University 
Shandong University 
English language interface 
Victoria University of Wellington 
The University of Auckland 
Cambridge University 
The University of Waikato 
City library 
Hamilton City Library 
Christchurch City Library 
E-book catalogue Google Books 
Books sale website 
Amazon Books 
Books on Google Play 
NZ Online Book Store 
As shown in Table 1, the researcher also reviewed two Chinese language 
interfaces. These were university libraries in Mainland China, Tsinghua 
University Library and Shandong University Library. The English language 
interfaces of library websites reviewed included four university libraries in 
New Zealand and England, two city libraries in New Zealand. The researcher 
also reviewed one E-book catalogue and three Online Book Stores with 
English language interfaces.  
The researcher used the word "design" as a keyword to search in each of the 
library SRPs. The researcher created screenshots of Tsinghua University 
Library, Shandong University Library, Victoria University of Wellington 
Library, The University of Auckland Library, Cambridge University Library, 
The University of Waikato Library, Hamilton City Library, Christchurch City 
Library, Google Books, Amazon Books, Books on Google Play, and NZ Online 
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Book Store. These screenshots were used to compare the differences in the 
way the results are displayed between several major library book search 
pages and book sale websites.  
3.1.1 Screenshots 
After determining the SRPs to be used as examples in the study, the 
researcher used the screenshot software that comes with the Windows system 
to take a screenshot of the page. After that, the researcher clicked on one title 
of the first book in the list, and went to the page that displayed more detailed 
information of that book. Then the researcher took another screenshot of the 
Book Result Page (BRP) using the screenshot software. Each of the library 
search interfaces were reviewed on a desktop computer and a mobile tablet 
device. Very few reportable differences were present for these interfaces such 
as different book cover sizes. For comparison between the different interfaces, 
screenshots were recorded using a Windows Surface Pro tablet-like laptop. 
The desktop version of the interfaces is analyzed because these interfaces 
carried the most consistent set of features across the interfaces sampled. The 
intention of this study is therefore to identify a common set of elements seen 
in desktop library search interfaces that may be applied to a future mobile 
interface design study.  
3.2 Results 
Table 2 and Table 3 were drawn up for showing the features of different 
library SRPs. These features are included in Section 3.2. Table 2 and Table 3 
demonstrate the different elements of library SRPs, and divides them into 
four main types. 
Table 2 shows the nine features that were identified within the SRPs that 
would be analyzed in each search pages. In this table, the nine features are 
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book title, author, publisher, publication date, little book cover, bigger book 
cover, introduction, location, and price. These nine features are the 
information contained in most of the book SRPs. In these tables a tick 
indicates a feature that was present on the first page of a particular library 
SRP, while a cross indicates a feature was not present in the particular library 
SRP.  
Table 2: Features of different library SRPs  
















































































Tsinghua University  ✔ ✗ ✗ ✔ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ 
Shandong University  ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✔ ✗ 
Victoria University of Wellington  ✔ ✔ ✗ ✔ ✔ ✗ ✗ ✔ ✗ 
The University of Auckland  ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✗ ✗ ✔ ✗ 
Cambridge University  ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✗ ✗ ✔ ✗ 
The University of Waikato  ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✗ ✔ ✗ ✗ 
Hamilton City Library ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✗ ✔ ✔ ✗ 
Google Books ✔ ✔ ✗ ✔ ✔ ✗ ✔ ✗ ✗ 
Christchurch City Library ✔ ✔ ✗ ✔ ✗ ✔ ✗ ✔ ✗ 
Amazon Books ✔ ✔ ✗ ✔ ✗ ✔ ✗ ✗ ✔ 
Books on Google Play ✔ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✔ ✗ ✗ ✔ 
NZ Online Book Store ✔ ✔ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✔ ✗ ✗ ✔ 
As shown in Table 2, all the 12 examples display the feature of book title, and 
most of them show the feature of author. Only two examples (Tsinghua 
University and Books on Google Play) do not include the author information. 
Five of the 12 examples (Shandong University, The University of Auckland, 
Cambridge University, The University of Waikato, Hamilton City Library) 
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display the feature of publisher. Only two examples (Books on Google Play 
and NZ Online Book Store) do not include the feature of publication date. Six 
of the 12 examples (Victoria University of Wellington, The University of 
Auckland, Cambridge University, The University of Waikato, Hamilton City 
Library, Google Books) display the feature of little book cover. Four of the 12 
examples (Christchurch City Library, Amazon Books, Books on Google Play 
and NZ Online Book Store) display the feature of bigger book cover. Only 
three examples (The University of Waikato, Hamilton City Library, Google 
Books) display the feature of introduction. Six of the 12 examples (Shandong 
University, Victoria University of Wellington, The University of Auckland, 
Cambridge University, Hamilton City Library, Christchurch City Library) 
that display the location of a book, most of them are libraries. Three of the 12 
examples (Amazon Books, Books on Google Play and NZ Online Book Store) 
that have the feature of price, all of them are the book sale websites.  
3.2.1 Text title 
Digital library search results are usually displayed by the text list of 10-20 
items per page (Shneiderman, 2000). So far, most of the library SRPs are still 
more inclined to use book title texts as search result display options. Most of 
the Chinese university library SRPs and literature SRPs tend to use book titles, 
author information, and publication date, such as Tsinghua University 
Library and Shandong University.  
Figure 1 shows a SRP of Tsinghua University Library. According to this figure, 
the information on this SRP only includes book title and publication date, 
without any author information or the location of the book. In order to see 
more details about the book that people want, they need to click on a book 
title. When a user clicks on a book title (the blue lowercase ‘a’, Figure 1) it will 
take them to the page below and show further information on the book such 
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as author and location.  
 
Figure 1. Tsinghua University Library SRP  
Figure 2 shows a SRP of Shandong University Library, which is similar to the 
example of Figure 1. Except that in Figure 2, the SRP contains more text 
information, including book title, author information, publication date, and 
also the location (catalogue number) of the book. When clicking on the book 
title, (the blue lowercase ‘a’, Figure 2), it connects to the page below and 
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shows more details. This more detailed information includes the author, 
publisher, book ISBN number, book location, and even borrowing frequency 
and the number of borrowings.  
In these two examples, people can only see the list of book titles in the initial 
SRP. If they want to know more specific information they have to click on the 
search result item. This SRP design has a very traditional feel, however, it 
may not be intuitive for people or fulfill more precise information needs.  
 
Figure 2. Shandong University Library SRP 
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3.2.2 Title with cover 
Most university libraries use the format of title and cover image for their SRP 
design according to the search work done in preparation for this study. The 
information on the SRP generally includes book title, author information, 
publication date and the location of the book (catalogue number) with the 
book cover. Typical examples include Victoria University of Wellington, The 
University of Auckland, and Cambridge University.  
 
Figure 3. Victoria University of Wellington Library SRP 
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Figure 3 shows the SRP for Victoria University of Wellington Library. In this 
figure, the SRP at the top includes the information of book title, author 
information, publication date, and location of the book with small book cover 
images. When clicking on the book title, (the blue lowercase ‘a’, Figure 3), it 
will take the user to the page below and show more information on the 
chosen book, such as the author, subject information, publisher, publication 
date and book ISBN number.  
Figure 4 shows the SRP of The University of Auckland Library when the 
word "design" is entered as a search term. Compared with the example in 
Figure 3, the SRP at the top in Figure 4 has slightly larger book covers. The 
design gives a more spacious and open feeling. It includes the information of 
book title, author information, and publication date. When clicking on the 
book title, (the blue lowercase ‘a’, Figure 4) on the top part, it will take the 
user to the page shown in the bottom of the figure and display more detailed 
information, such as publisher, book ISBN number, book location, and a short 
introduction to the book.  
Figure 5 shows the SRP of Cambridge University Library. The book 
information at the top of this figure is more detailed, which involves author's 
life information, publisher address, and the category of this book in the 
library.  
Compared to the previous type of text title only, these three examples give 
people more information about the books, and also provide the readers who 
searched for books an intuitive book impression through the small book cover 
images.  




Figure 4. The University of Auckland Library SRP  




Figure 5. Cambridge University Library SRP 
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3.2.3 Brief introduction and location information 
Some library SRPs show results with a brief introduction to each of the search 
results. Typical examples of results being displayed in this way are the 
University of Waikato Library, Hamilton City Library, and Google Book 
Search results.  
 
Figure 6. Waikato University Library SRP 
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Figure 6 shows the SRP of the University of Waikato Library when searching 
for the word "design". According to this figure, the information on this SRP at 
the top includes book title, author information, and publication date with a 
small image of the book cover. Among them, some books also have a brief 
introduction. Compared with the previous examples, this example in Figure 6 
makes more information available to the readers. To see more details about 
the book, people could click on the book title, (the blue lowercase ‘a’, Figure 6) 
on the top part, and it takes the user to the page below and shows more 
detailed information of the book. The more detailed information includes the 
book title, book subjects, related titles, publisher and publication date, book 
format, and book ISSN number in this library.  
Figure 7 shows a SRP for Hamilton City Library when searching for the word 
"design". The SRP at the top in this figure contains the information of book 
title, author information, publication date, and also a short summary of the 
book with small book cover image. The differences this example and Figure 6 
are that the top SRP uses a grid layout to give the location of the book, the call 
number, and the status to let their reader know if the book is available. When 
clicking on the book title, (the blue lowercase ‘a’, Figure 7) in the top part, it 
connects to the page below and show more details, including author 
information, publisher, book ISBN number, book location, and even the 
content and abstract of the book.  
Figure 8 shows a SRP of Google Books when searching the word "design". In 
this figure, the information in the SRP at the top includes book title, author 
information, and publication date with small book cover images. The 
differences between this and the previous two examples is that, the example 
in Figure 8 gives a brief, but accurate view, of the contents of the books, which 
gives the reader more precise information for making their choice. When 
people click on the book title, (the blue lowercase ‘a’, Figure 8) in the top part, 
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it connects to the page below and shows more detailed information, including 
title, editor, publisher, book ISBN number, book location, a short introduction, 
and also a QR code for the book.  
 
Figure 7. Hamilton City Library SRP  




Figure 8. Google Books SRP 
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3.2.4 Bigger book cover 
Some library SRPs like to use a large and prominent book cover to attract the 
attention of the searcher, for example the Christchurch City Library. This 
situation is more common in some books sale website, such as Amazon, 
Google Play and NZ Online Book Store.  
 
Figure 9. Christchurch City Library SRP 
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Figure 9 shows the SRP of Christchurch City Library. According to this figure, 
the SRP on the top includes bigger book covers, with the information of the 
book title, author information, and publication date. When clicking on the 
book title, (the blue lowercase ‘a’, Figure 9) at the top of this figure, it takes the 
user to the page below and shows more information of the chosen book, 
including author information, publisher, and a short summary of the book.  
Figure 10 shows a SRP of Amazon Book when searching the word "design". 
Compared to the example in Figure 9, the SRP at the top in Figure 10 has even 
larger book covers. Besides the information of book title, author information, 
publication date, it also mentions the book price in an obvious position. When 
clicking on the book title, (the blue lowercase ‘a’, Figure 10) at the top, it 
shows the page below with a short introduction about the book. However, 
beyond that this page places more emphasis on book prices and related 
purchases.  
Figure 11 shows a SRP when searching the word "design" in books on Google 
Play. The differences between this and the previous two examples is that, 
beside the large book cover, the book information on the top of Figure 11 only 
includes the book title and the book price. People can get more information 
about the books by clicking on the book cover, (the blue lowercase ‘a’, Figure 
11) at the top. It shows a short introduction about the book, the writer profile, 
and how other readers felt about the book.  
Figure 12 shows a SRP of searching the word "design" in NZ Online Book 
Store. This example is similar to the example shown in Figure 11. The 
differences between them is that in Figure 12, the page below shows more 
information about the chosen book when clicking on the book cover, (the blue 
lowercase ‘a’, Figure 12) at the top of this figure, including author information, 
publisher, and a short summary of the book.  
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Compared to the previous types of examples, the books sale websites 
information was more focused on the design of the cover, which can be more 
attractive to capture the attention of consumers, as well as an emphasis on the 
price.  
 
Figure 10. Amazon Books SRP  




Figure 11. Books on Google Play SRP  




Figure 12. NZ Online Book Store SRP  
3.3 Discussion 
Table 3 shows the main types of different library SRPs. As the table indicates, 
the library SRPs used in this study could be divided into the following main 
types: text title; title with cover; brief introduction and location information; 
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and bigger book cover. A table tick indicates the method for displaying 
results for the first page of a particular library SRP.  
Table 3: Main types of library SRPs 
































































Tsinghua University  ✔    
Shandong University  ✔    
Victoria University of Wellington   ✔   
The University of Auckland   ✔   
Cambridge University   ✔   
The University of Waikato    ✔  
Hamilton City Library   ✔  
Google Books   ✔  
Christchurch City Library    ✔ 
Amazon Books    ✔ 
Books on Google Play    ✔ 
NZ Online Book Store    ✔ 
As shown in Table 3, the library interface used a text title includes Tsinghua 
University Library and Shandong University Library two examples. The 
library interface used text title with book covers included Victoria University 
of Wellington Library, The University of Auckland Library, and Cambridge 
University Library. The library interface used brief introduction and location 
information includes The University of Waikato Library, Hamilton City 
Library and Google Books. The library interface used the bigger book covers 
included Christchurch City Library, Amazon Books, Books on Google Play, 
and NZ Online Book Store. Overall, there were two examples belonging to 
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text title types, three examples being a part of title with cover types. Brief 
introduction and location information types included three examples, and 
bigger book cover types showed four examples. The types of features typical 
of each interface type were explained in sections 3.2.1, 3.2.2, 3.2.3 and 3.2.4.  
For the library interfaces used a text title, people could only see the list of 
book titles and have to click on the search result item to get more specific 
information. Compared to the text title interfaces, the interfaces used a text 
title with book covers gave people more information about the books, and 
also provide the readers who searched for books an intuitive book impression 
through the small book cover images. The interfaces of books sale websites 
paid more attention to the design of bigger book covers, which could be more 
attractive to the consumers.  
3.4 Conclusion 
The difference between the library Search Result Pages (SRPs) could have a 
big impact on people when they choosing books from library book search 
pages and books sale websites. In this chapter, the researcher looked at six 
university libraries, two city libraries, one E-book catalogue, and three books 
sale websites as the objects of this study. The researcher identified that there 
are four major categories of the library SRP that the current library search 
page can be divided into: text title, title with cover, brief introduction and 
location information, and bigger book cover.  
Each of the six type of SRP had its own advantages and disadvantages. For 
text title examples, people would be able to only see the title list of book titles 
in the initial SRP. Compared to the text title only type, the examples of title 
with cover would give people more information about the books. Examples of 
brief introduction showed results with a brief introduction to each of the 
search results, while examples with bigger book cover was more focused on 
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the design of the cover, which could be more attractive to capture the 
attention of consumers.  
3.4.1 Answering RQ2 
This chapter continued to answer RQ2: what is required in a digital library 
interface?  
According to Chapter 2, many elements could help improve the library search 
interface design. The content displayed on the digital library interface would 
have a significant impact on reader's search and reading behavior (McKay et 
al., 2012). According to another study of McKay (2011), there were five parts 
of the book that viewed most commonly by readers. These parts include front 
matter, title of the chapter, contents, first page of content, and the 
introduction. This was similar with the features required in a digital library 
interface.  
In Chapter 3, the researcher summed up several factors through four major 
categories of the library search interfaces. There were nine features that were 
commonly used in a digital library interface. These features involved book 
title, author, publisher, publication date, little book cover, bigger book cover, 
introduction, location, and price. By analyzing these factors systematically, 
the researcher would apply it to the next usability study of library search 
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Chapter 4 - Usability Study 
In this chapter, several different library search interface examples are 
designed and tested. This research is about assessing people’s display 
preferences for a library search interface design. The researcher designed 
models of nine typical library Search Result Pages (SRPs), and combined these 
in ten proposed Navigation Flows (NFs) to connect these nine library SRP 
models. The researcher then chose eight of these models to develop into 
electronic interactive examples of variations of a library search interface on a 
mobile device. A survey of these eight electronic interactive examples was 
done with 75 participants, and the results of this study were discussed in 
Section 4.4. This section begins to address RQ3: do people have a preference for 
how they search for books; and RQ4: what are the factors that affect people's 
preferences for library search interfaces?  
4.1 Introduction 
Through this research, information was collected and analyzed regarding 
people’s preferences for the display of books in a library search interface. The 
researcher designed nine main library SRP modes, and combined these in ten 
proposed NFs to connect these nine library SRP models. Then the researcher 
designed seven main type of the library SRPs based on the nine different 
simple library SRP modes, and designed eight different navigating ways of 
the seven library SRPs. The features of these library SRP modes were 
commonly used in a digital library interface according to Chapter 3. The 
library search interface featured (meta-data) included several (1-5) books with 
their cover, book title, author’s name, publication date, book introduction, 
and spine. For each single search interface, it contains several different 
meta-data. For example, some SRPs may use little book covers with book title, 
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author’s name, and publication date, while other search interface uses only 
book covers. The research involved asking participants for their visual display 
preferences and how much meta-data they prefer when viewing books in a 
library SRP. The data gathered included people’s preferred choices of the 
book’s cover, author’s name, publication date, book introduction, and book 
spine, and combinations of some and/or all of these choices. The information 
gathered helped to determine the level of detail required and user preferences 
for the presentation of E-books to ensure ease of selection in a library search 
interface.  
4.2 Method 
The study was performed as an observed task using an electronic display on a 
tablet (Nexus7 ASUS, 200 mm × 114 mm × 8.65 mm) supplied by the 
researcher, a questionnaire, and a guided interview (that is, using an 
electronic display and an array of questions to guide the participants through 
the interview). The interview studies were conducted on the University of 
Waikato (UoW), and Ocean University of China (OUC) grounds. Participants 
in the study took no longer than 20 minutes. The researcher designed seven 
main types of the library SRPs and eight electronic interactive examples. 
Participants were shown eight electronic interactive examples of variations of 
a library search interface on a device. The researcher would let participants 
navigate and explore these eight electronic interactive examples by 
themselves. Then the researcher asked the participant questions in a guided 
interview to understand the preferences and choices made by the participant. 
During the guided interview, participants were asked to choose one of these 
examples of each question according to their preference regarding the level of 
detail displayed after reviewing all of the interfaces, and explain the reasons. 
Observation was made of the participant using the electronic display and 
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information gathered through the process of a guided interview.  
4.2.1 Preliminary design 
The goal of this part was to create a range of electronic interactive library SRP 
examples to test. According to Chapter 3, there were nine features that are 
commonly used in a digital library interface on a mobile device, which 
involved book title, author, publisher, publication date, little book cover, 
bigger book cover, introduction, location, and price. The researcher designed 
the library SRP modes and their navigating ways based on this study.  
4.2.1.1 Library search interface models 
To do this the researcher designed nine potential variations of library SRP 
models based on the previous search of the current library SRPs, as was 
discussed in Chapter 3.  




Figure 13. Nine main library SRP models 
Figure 13 shows nine different library SRP models that were developed based 
on the findings of chapter 3.  
Of the nine examples, 1, 2 and 3, as shown in Figure 13, are based on the 
traditional library SRPs reviewed in Section 3.2.2. The information included in 
this type of SRP generally includes book title, author, publication date and the 
location of the book with either a small or large book cover. Search Result 
Page 1 (SRP 1) in this figure uses a relatively small cover with several book 
details. Contrast to SRP 1, SRP 2 used a bigger book cover, which meant that 
fewer books could be displayed on a single screen. SRP 3 used the mixture of 
book cover sizes. On the search page of SRP 3, the first book was displayed 
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with a bigger book cover, and the following books on this page were shown 
with small covers.  
SRP 4, SRP 5 and SRP 6 were based on the SRP 1, SRP 2 and SRP 3. These 
three examples added a section at the bottom of the page with book spines, 
this also meant less books were able to be displayed on a single screen. 
According to Tillett (1998), book spine could used by publishers to visually 
“brand” their books, and also may used by readers to identify their desired 
books. In a way, book spine could be one feature that helps people choose 
books in a digital library interface.  
The remaining three SRP examples (7, 8 and 9) were much simpler than SRP 4, 
SRP 5, and SRP 6. SRP 7 showed the meta-data of only one book with its cover 
and features (author’s name, publication date, book introduction), then 
showed the position of this book in a row of spines. SRP 8 displayed books 
only with their covers. In this example, it showed the covers prominently of 
different books in a row. This design was based on some common books sale 
website SRPs as mentioned in Section 3.2.4. Corresponding to it, SRP 9 
displayed books only with their spines. In a sense, only showing book spines 
could make people feel more like they are in a physical library when choosing 
books on the library search page.  
4.2.1.2 Navigation of library search interface models 
The researcher designed ten different Navigation Flows (NFs) of the nine 
library SRP models as mentioned in Section 4.2.1.1.  




Figure 14. Different NFs of the 9 library SRP models (part 1) 
Figure 14 shows six of the ten different NFs the researcher combined for 
navigating within a library SRP models mentioned in Section 4.2.1.1.  
According to Figure 14, Navigation Flow A (NF A) shows one way to connect 
these library SRP models. In this NF, the interface started from SRP 1, then 
moved to SRP 4 when the user selected a book, and then to SRP 7 when they 
chose the book again. When using this NF to navigate the library SRP, 
participants would get the book spine information when choosing one 
specific book, and more meta-data features of this book could be given after 
touching the book spine.  
NF B shows another way to navigate the library SRP models. In this NF, the 
page started from SRP 1, then navigated to SRP 3, and then connected to SRP 
6. Participants would get more meta-data features of one specific book when 
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choosing it (also with other books), and then it would show the position of 
this book in a row of spines when using this NF. As mentioned in Section 
2.4.3, book spine in a way could help readers to identify the books.  
NF C was similar with NF B. The only difference between them was the third 
step. NF C was navigated from SRP 3 to SRP 7 in the last stage. In the third 
step of this NF, participants would only get the information of the specific 
book that they chose.  
NF D only had two steps. The page started from SRP 4, then navigated to SRP 
6. Participants would get more meta-data features of one specific book 
appearing above when they touch the book spine. They can also see the 
second book with less meta-data features following it.  
In NF E, the interface started from SRP 4, then navigated to SRP 5, and then 
changed to SRP 9. SRP 9 showed a row of book spines, which could let the 
users feel a sense of in a real physical library. When touching one specific 
book, participants could get more meta-data features with a bigger book 
cover, and then get the position of this book in a row of spine.  
NF F also only had two steps. In this example, the page started from SRP 3, 
then navigated to SRP 6. Participants could get the meta-data features of the 
book from beginning, and then knew where the specific book is with the book 
spine information.  




Figure 15. Different NFs of the 9 library SRP models (part 2) 
Figure 15 shows another four of the ten different NFs combined the nine 
library SRP modes mentioned in Section 4.2.1.1.  
NF G had two steps. The page started from SRP 2, then navigated to SRP 5. 
Participants could get the meta-data features of books from first page with 
bigger book covers, and then it would show the position of one specific book 
that they chose in a row of spine.  
NF H also had two steps. The page started from SRP 2, then navigated to SRP 
7. Comparing this example with NF G, the difference between them was that 
in NF G, it could also show other books’ information in the second page. 
However, in NF H, it only shown the information of the specific book that 
participants chose.  
In NF I, the page started from SRP 8, then navigated to SRP 7, and then 
connected to SRP 9. In the first step participants only got the book cover 
information of all the books, then they would get more meta-data features of 
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one specific book in the second step, and the position of this book in a row of 
spine in the third step.  
NF J was similar with NF I. The difference between these two NFs was the 
second step. NF J was navigated from SRP 8 to SRP 6 in the second stage. In 
this step of this NF, participants would also get the information of other 
books except the specific book that they chose.  
4.2.2 Interface design 
The researcher created a range of electronic interactive library Search Result 
Pages (SRPs) based on the preliminary design work noted in Section 4.2.1 to 
test. The researcher designed three main types of the library SRPs based on 
the nine different simple library SRP models mentioned in Section 4.2.1.1. The 
three main types of the library SRPs were Search Result Page (SRP), 
Supplementary Search Result Page (SSRP), and Book Result Page (BRP). SRP 
was the first result page when the word "design" is entered as a search term. 
SSRP was the supplementary result page that SRP navigated to when 
participants choosing one specific book and clicking on it. More meta-data 
features of the selected book could be given in SSRP. BRP was the final search 
result page of the library search interface. In this Section, the researcher 
designed four SRPs, three SSRPs, and one BRP. There was one navigation 
page for the text software, which could navigate to different navigation flows 
of the electronic interface examples.  
The features in the four SRPs and three SSRPs should include the book title, 
author, publisher, publication date, book cover, short introduction and 
location information. This study is about the library search interface. In this 
case the features did not consider the price. In order to use the most concise 
interface to include these features, the researcher decided to use SRP 1, SRP 2, 
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SRP 3, SRP 7, SRP 8 and SRP 9 from the 9 main library SRP models in Figure 
13 in Section 4.2.1. SRP 1 and SRP 2 represented the library search interface 
with book title, author, publisher, publication date, and different size of book 
covers. SRP 3 represented the library search interface with more detailed 
information (such as a short introduction) of one book that participants chose. 
SRP 7 represented the library search interface of only one book that 
participants chose with its cover and features (author’s name, publication 
date, book introduction), and showed the position of this book in a row of 
spines. SRP 8 represented the library search interface displayed books only 
with their covers. SRP 9 represented the library search interface displayed 
books only with their spines.  
 
Figure 16. The navigation page for the text software 
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Figure 16 shows the navigation page for the text software that was used for 
this study. This page displayed when participants searching for books 
through the library search interface. This was a “dummy” search interface, 
which showed the participants that “Design” was the term being “searched” 
in each interface. This is the first screen of the interactive that the researcher 
developed, and was not a part of the test. This page provided a way to select 
an interface for the user to interact with as part of the experiment. 
According to Figure 16, there were eight icons distributed on this page. The 
four green icons with blue emphasis in the top row represents four different 
electronic interactive examples: Navigation Flow A1 (small book covers), 
Navigation Flow A2 (bigger book covers), Navigation Flow A3 (book covers 
only), and Navigation Flow A4 (book spine only). The four blue icons with 
red emphasis in the second row represents another four different electronic 
interactive examples: Navigation Flow B1 (small book covers), Navigation 
Flow B2 (bigger book covers), Navigation Flow B3 (book covers only), and 
Navigation Flow B4 (book spine only). The differences between Navigation 
Flow A series and Navigation Flow B series would be explained in Section 
4.2.3.  




Figure 17. The SRP of small book covers 
Figure 17 shows the library SRP of small book covers. This page was 
equivalent to SRP 1 mentioned in Section 4.2.1.1. In this figure, library search 
interface using a relatively small cover with some meta-data features of books. 
Participants could get several book details, including book title, author 
information, and publication date.  




Figure 18. The SRP of bigger book covers 
Figure 18 shows the library SRP of bigger book covers. This page was 
equivalent to SRP 2 mentioned in Section 4.2.1.1. In this figure, library search 
interface using a relatively big cover with more meta-data features of books 
comparing with Figure 17. The information that participants could get 
including book title, author information, publication date, a short 
introduction of the book, the series that the book belonging to, and the library 
ISBN number of the book, which would be easy for the participants to find 
the book.  




Figure 19. The SSRP of mixed book covers 
Figure 19 shows the library SSRP of mixed book covers. This page was 
equivalent to SRP 3 mentioned in Section 4.2.1.1. In this figure, the first book 
was displayed with a bigger book cover, while other books on this page were 
shown with small covers. The book with bigger cover would show the 
participants the book title, author information, publication date, a short 
introduction of the book, the series that the book belonging to, and the library 
ISBN number of the book. The book with smaller cover just displayed the 
book title, author information, and publication date.  




Figure 20. The SRP of only book covers 
Figure 20 shows the library SRP of only book covers. This page was 
equivalent to SRP 8 mentioned in Section 4.2.1.1. In this figure, it showed the 
huge and prominent covers of different books in a row. Participants could get 
the book cover information clearly from this page. According to the research 
of McKay et al. (2012), the design of the book cover sometimes could affect 
people's choice of books.   




Figure 21. The SSRP of book covers with more information 
Figure 21 shows the library SSRP of book covers, and with more information 
of one chosen specific book. This page was based on SRP 7 mentioned in 
Section 4.2.1.1, and changed the book spines into book covers. In this figure, it 
showed the different book covers in a row, with more meta-data features of 
one chosen specific book, including the book title, author information, 
publication date, a short introduction of the book, and the library ISBN 
number of the book. Participants could get the information of the chosen 
specific book clearly from this page.  




Figure 22. The SRP of only book spines 
Figure 22 shows the library SRP of only book spines. This page was 
equivalent to SRP 9 mentioned in Section 4.2.1.1. According to this figure, it 
showed different book spines in a row. Participants could get the book title 
information only from this page. A row of book spines could make people feel 
like choosing books in the real library, and easy to fine the position of the 
books.  




Figure 23. The SSRP of book spines with more information 
Figure 23 displays the library SSRP of book spines, and with more 
information of one chosen specific book. This page was based on SRP 7 
mentioned in Section 4.2.1.1, and changed the location of the elements. 
According to this figure, it showed the different book spines in a row, and 
more meta-data features including the book title, author information, 
publication date, a short introduction of the book, and the library ISBN 
number of the book of one chosen specific book. Participants could know 
more information about the chosen specific book from this page.  




Figure 24. The Book Result Page 
Figure 24 shows the BRP of the library search interface. This page displayed 
when participants chose one book of each electronic interactive example, and 
was not a part of the test. According to this figure, the final search result of 
the library search interface included bigger book cover, the book title, author 
information, publication date, series, publisher, and a long detailed 
introduction. This page only replaced the final search result no matter what 
books that participants chose. It would always be navigated to this BRP 
regardless of how many steps of the navigation have.  
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4.2.3 Electronic interactive examples 
According to the ten different NFs design mentioned in Section 4.2.1.2, the 
researcher designed eight different Navigation Flows (NFs) of the four SRPs, 
three SSRPs, one BRP, and one navigation page based on Section 4.2.2. These 
eight NFs could be divided into two types. The two main types of the eight 
different NFs were Direct Navigation Flow (DNF) and Supplementary 
Navigation Flow (SNF). DNF only had two steps, which started from a SRP, 
then directly navigated to the BRP when the participant selected one book. 
SNF had three steps. This type of NFs started from a SRP, then moved to a 
SSRP when participant chose one book, and then navigated to the BRP when 
they chose the book again. In this Section, the researcher designed four DNFs 
and four SNFs. All these eight NFs were navigated from the navigation page 
for the test software (Figure 16) as mentioned in Section 4.2.2. These eight NFs 
could also be seen as eight electronic interface examples.  
The features of the four SRPs and three SSRPs based on Section 4.2.2 include 
the book title, author, publisher, publication date, book cover, short 
introduction and location information. In order to show the features of the 
four SRPs and three SSRPs in the eight NFs prominently, the researcher 
decided to use NF A, NF C, NF H, and NF I from the ten navigating ways of 
the library search interface models mentioned in Figure 14 and Figure 15 in 
Section 4.2.1. These four kinds of NFs were used as the basic model to design 
the eight electronic interface examples. The researcher designed four DNFs 
including A1, A2, A3, A4, and four SNFs including B1, B2, B3, B4.   
NF A was chosen representing the NF of small book covers. The researcher 
designed NF A1 based on NF A through removing the feature of book spine 
and changing the navigation steps. NF C represented the NF of mixed book 
covers. The researcher removed the feature of book spine in the third BRP of 
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NF C, and designed NF B1 based on NF C. NF H represented the NF of bigger 
book covers. NF A2 was designed based on NF H, and the researcher 
removed the feature of book spine in the second BRP of NF H. NF B2 was 
similar with NF B1, which was also based on NF C. The researcher designed 
NF B2 through changing the small book cover into bigger book cover of the 
first BRP, and removing the feature of book spine in the third BRP of NF C. 
NF I represented the NF of book cover and book spine. NF A3 was designed 
based on NF I. In NF A3 the researcher changed the feature of book spine in 
the second BRP of NF I into book cover, and removed the third BRP. NF B3 
was designed through adding SSRPs in the middle of NF A3. NF A4 was also 
designed based on NF I. The researcher removed the first BRP of NF I, and 
changed the order of the third BRP. NF B4 was designed through adding 
SSRPs in the middle of NF A4.  
When labeling the figures in this chapter the researcher has identified 
clickable items with a blue lowercase letter. For example in Figure 25, a 
participant should click the under area of the SRP with small book covers 
(Figure 17) which in this figure is labeled ‘a’. The NF A1 would result in the 
BRP (Figure 24) common to all of the tested electronic interface examples in 
this figure. The researcher has further detailed the flow of the interaction by 
labeling the arrows of each SRP to clearly show how an interaction has 
resulted in the NF. Therefore in Figure 25, when the participant clicked label 
‘a’ the flow arrow is labeled ‘a’ and results in the BRP.  




Figure 25. Navigation Flow A1 
Figure 25 shows the navigating ways of the library SRP in NF A1. NF A1 
showed one way to connect the library SRP. According to this figure, the 
interface started from the SRP of small book covers (Figure 17), and then 
connected to the BRP (Figure 24) when participants touched the area under 
label ‘a’ as shown by the flow arrow labeled ‘a’. When using NF A1 to 
navigate the library SRPs, participants would get meta-data features, which 
included little book cover, book title, author information and publication date. 
When choosing one book, participants could navigate to the BRP and get 
more detailed information about the book.  




Figure 26. Navigation Flow B1 
Figure 26 shows Navigation Flow B1. NF B1 showed another way to connect 
the library SRPs in Section 4.2.2. According to this figure, the interface started 
from the SRP of small book covers (Figure 17). On comparing with NF A1 in 
Figure 25, the difference in NF B1 is that it had one more middle connection of 
two different SSRP of mixed book covers (Figure 19). When participants touch 
the area under label ‘a’ in the SRP of small book covers (Figure 17), it 
represented that the book in this area was chosen, and navigated to the SSRP 
of mixed book covers with more details about the book. Participants would 
get features including book cover, book title, author information, publication 
date and short introduction in the SSRP of mixed book covers. It was the same 
with the area under label ‘c’. When choosing one book by touching the area 
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under label ‘d’ and ‘e’ in the SSRP of mixed book covers, participants could 
navigate to the BRP and get more detailed information. 
 
Figure 27. Navigation Flow A2 
Figure 27 shows the Navigation Flow A2. According to Figure 27, the 
interface started from the SRP of bigger book covers (Figure 18). When 
participants touched the area under label ‘a’ as shown as the interaction flow 
arrow labeled ‘a’, NF A2 navigated to the BRP (Figure 24). Participants would 
get meta-data features included bigger book cover, book title, author 
information, publication date, short introduction, and the ISBN number. 
While touching one book, participants went to the BRP and obtained more 
detailed data about the book.  




Figure 28. Navigation Flow B2 
Figure 28 shows Navigation Flow B2. The interface in NF B2 started from the 
SRP of bigger book covers (Figure 18). The difference between NF A1 and NF 
B1 is that NF B1 had more middle navigation of two different SSRP of mixed 
book covers (Figure 19). When participants touched the area under label ‘a’ 
and ‘c’ in the SRP of bigger book covers (Figure 18), it navigated to the SSRP 
of mixed book covers with more details about the book including book cover, 
book title, author information, publication date and short introduction. It was 
similar when choosing one book by touching the area under label ‘d’ and ‘e’ 
in the SSRP of mixed book covers, participants could then explore to the BRP 
and get more point by point data about the book.  




Figure 29. Navigation Flow A3 
Figure 29 shows the navigating ways of the library SRP in NF A3. In Figure 29, 
the interface started from the SRP of only book covers (Figure 20), and then 
connected to the BRP (Figure 24) when participants touched the area under 
label ‘f’ as shown by the flow arrow labeled ‘f’. Participants could navigate to 
other SSRPs when they touched the area under label ‘a’ and ‘c’, which 
represented the situation of choosing other neighbouring books. When using 
NF A3 to navigate the library SRPs, participants would only get the features 
of book covers. Participants could navigate to the BRP and get more detailed 
information about the book after choosing one book cover.  




Figure 30. Navigation Flow B3 
Figure 30 shows the navigating ways of Navigation Flow B3. NF B3 showed 
another way to connect the library SRPs of only book covers. According to 
this figure, the interface started from the SRP of only book covers (Figure 20). 
Participants could touch the area under label ‘a’ and ‘c’ and navigate to the 
neighboring books as shown by the flow arrow. On comparing with NF A3 in 
Figure 29, the difference in NF B3 was that it had one more middle connection 
of three different SSRPs of book covers with more information (Figure 21). 
When participants touched the area under label ‘a’ in the SRP of only book 
covers (Figure 20), it represented the book in this area was chosen and 
navigated to the SSRP of book covers with more information about the book. 
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Participants would get features including book cover, book title, author 
information, publication date and short introduction in the SSRPs. It was 
same with the area under label ‘d’ and ‘e’. When choosing one book by 
touching the area under label ‘g’, ‘h’ and ‘i’ in the SSRPs of book covers with 
more information, participants could navigate to the BRP and get more 
detailed information.  
 
Figure 31. Navigation Flow A4 
Figure 31 shows the Navigation Flow A4. According to Figure 31, the 
interface started from the SRP of only book spines (Figure 22), and then 
connected to the BRP (Figure 24) when participants touched the area under 
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label ‘f’ as shown by the flow arrow labeled ‘f’. Participants could connect to 
other SSRPs when they touched the area under label ‘a’ and ‘c’ choosing other 
neighbouring books. Participants would only get the features of book spines 
when using NF A4 to navigate the library SRPs. Participants could navigate to 
the BRP and get more detailed information about the book after choosing and 
touching one book spine.  
 
Figure 32. Navigation Flow B4 
Figure 32 shows Navigation Flow B4. There was another way to connect the 
library SRPs of only book covers in NF B4. In Figure 32, the interface started 
from the SRP of only book spines (Figure 22). As shown by the flow arrow 
label ‘a’ and ‘c’, participants could touch the area under label ‘a’ and ‘c’ and 
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navigate to the neighbouring books. The difference in NF B3 was that it had 
one more middle connection of three different SSRPs of book spines with 
more information (Figure 23) compared with NF A4 in Figure 31. It 
represented the book in this area had been chosen and navigated to the SSRP 
of book spines with more information about the book when participants 
touched the area under label ‘a’ in the SRP of only book spines (Figure 22). 
Participants would get features including book cover, book title, author 
information, publication date and short introduction in the SSRPs. It was the 
same with the area under label ‘d’ and ‘e’. When choosing one book by 
touching the area under label ‘g’, ‘h’ and ‘i’ in the SSRPs of book spines with 
more information, participants could navigate to the BRP and get more 
detailed information.  
4.2.4 Interview Questions 
In addition to the project title, gender, age, school and participant ID which 
were related to the participant's personal information, there were several 
interview questions that the researcher asked during a guided interview. 
Below is the Table for showing all the interview questions for the participants.  
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Table 4. The interview questions 
Q1 1. What is your degree / subject area? 
Q2 2. What language would you prefer to read in for your education?  
Q3 
3. How often do you browse for books in a physical library?  
A. Almost every day B. Once a week C. Once a month D. Never 
Q4 
4. How often do you get books out of a physical library?  
A. Almost every day B. Once a week C. Once a month D. Never 
Q5 
5. Have you read material on a digital device for education before?  
A. Yes B. No 
Q6 
6. Have you searched for reading material on a digital device before?  
A. Yes B. No 
Q7 
7. What type of digital devices do you prefer (can choose more than one)?  
A. IOS Tablet B. Android Tablet C. IOS Phone 
D. Android Phone E. Computer F. Others 
Q8 
8. How often do you read digital information for education?  
A. Almost every day B. Once a week C. Once a month D. Never 
Q9 9. Which library searching interface do you prefer? Why? 
Q10 10. Is the book cover important to you in the library searching page? Why? 
Q11 11. Is the book description important to you in the library searching page? Why? 
Q12 12. Is the book spine important to you in the library searching page? Why? 
Q13 13. Are the related books important to you in the library searching page? Why? 
Q14 
14. Would you like to have more details of the book (author’s name, publication date, book blurb) in the 
library searching page? Why? 
Q15 15. Which example do you think is most useful to you for browsing for a book? Why?  
Q16 16. Which example do you think is most useful to you for searching for a specific book? Why? 
Q17 17. In which example did you find the level of information most useful for browsing? Why? 
Q18 18. In which example did you find the level of information most useful for making a decision? Why? 
Q19 19. In which example did you find the changes most intuitive when you clicked in the interface? Why? 
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After showing eight electronic interactive examples of library search interface 
in a device to the participants, the researcher would let them click through 
these eight electronic interactive examples by themselves, and have a guided 
interview with each of them. The researcher asked the participant some 
related questions, and these question would help the researcher to collect 
useful information which supports the preference the participant made out.  
The questions of the guided interview shown in Table 4 include two types, 
questions with options and questions that need to record the answer. During 
the guided interview, participants were asked to choose one of these options 
as displayed in Table 4, or need to answer the question and explain the reason 
for the answer. These questions could help understand the preferences and 
choices made by the participants.  
When the guided interview is completed, the researcher finished recording all 
the answer and reasons, and recovered the questionnaire that filled out by the 
participant. The researcher summarized the data from these questionnaires, 
and entered them into an Excel sheet in the computer. After sorting and 
summarizing these tables of this Excel sheet, the researcher draw relevant 
charts to analyze the results.  
4.3 Participants 
Participants were gathered from the library at the University of Waikato (60), 
and from the Ocean University of China (15). Among the 60 participants from 
the University of Waikato, 30 of them were shown the eight electronic 
interactive examples in Order 1 (A1 to B1 to A2 to B2 to A3 to B3 to A4 to B4), 
another 30 of them were shown the eight examples in the Order 2 (A4 to B4 to 
A3 to B3 to A2 to B2 to A1 to B1). For the participants at the Chinese 
University, the meta-data was shown in the same English interfaces, and the 
texts of interview questions were shown in both Chinese and English. The 
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participants at the Chinese University could choose to do the guide interview 
according to their own favorite language.  
Here the results collected regarding the information of participants.  
4.3.1 Gender & University 
 
Figure 33. Gender distribution of participants (n=75) 
Figure 33 shows the gender distribution of participants. Approximately half 
of the participants (37) were male, and 38 of them were female. The researcher 
aimed to get a balance of genders when recruiting participants for the study.  
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Figure 34 shows the gender distribution of participants in the two different 
schools. There was a greater number of participants from the University of 
Waikato (UoW) than from Ocean University of China (OUC). There were 30 
male and 30 female participants from UoW, which was far higher than that at 
OUC (seven of male and eight of female).  
4.3.2 Degree / subject area 
 
Figure 35. Degree and subject area of participants (n=75) 
Participants were asked indicate their degree or area of study in Q1. Figure 35 
shows the degree and subject area of participants. It is apparent from this 
chart that the most participants were from Computing and Mathematical 
Sciences (20). Following this, 17 of the participants were from Arts and Social 
Sciences, and 15 of the participants were from Science and Engineering. Only 
12 of the participants were from Education, nine of them from Management, 
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4.3.3 Preferred language for education 
 
Figure 36. Language preference of participants (n=75) 
Participants were asked what language they would prefer to read in for their 
education in Q2. Figure 36 shows the respondents’ language reading 
preferences at the different schools. In this figure, more than half people (10) 
chose Chinese as their preferred language when reading for their education in 
OUC. However, there is still a considerable number of people (five) who 
chose English. All the participants (60) at UoW preferred to read educational 
material in English.  
4.4 Results 
Here the results collected regarding the preferences for library searching 
interface design on a device are discussed. The researcher report on the 
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4.4.1 Frequency of browsing books in a physical library 
 
Figure 37. Frequency of browsing books in a physical library (n=75) 
Participants were asked how often they browse for books in a physical library 
in Q3. Figure 37 shows how frequently participants said they browsed for 
books in a physical library. The most common frequency of browsing books 
in a physical library was once a month, with 40 participants giving this 
response. Following it, 21 participants browsed books in a physical library 
once a week. Only 11 of the participants did this almost every day, and only 
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4.4.2 Frequency of borrowing books out of a physical library 
 
Figure 38. Frequency of borrowing books out of a physical library (n=75) 
Participants were asked how often they get books out of a physical library in 
Q4. Figure 38 shows the frequency that participants said they would borrow 
books from a physical library. The highest frequency in borrowing books was 
once a month, with 42 participants. Followed by 21 participants who get 
books out of a physical library once a week. Only seven participants 
borrowed books almost every day, and only five participants have never done 
it before.  
4.4.3 Read / Searched material on a digital device for education 
before 
Participants were asked Q5: have you read material on a digital device for 
education before; and Q6: have you searched material on a digital device for education 
before? All of the participants (75) had read and searched for reading material 
on a digital device before. The research intentionally sought participants who 
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digital device. The questionnaire data was chosen depending on these two 
interview questions. They had to say yes to both questions to continue on. If 
one of the answers to these questions was no, then the researcher thanked the 
participant for their time, but did not continue with the rest of the study. The 
data of the person who did not read or search material on a digital device for 
education before, might not helpful for the next question, and could not 
answer the next questions on library search interface. In this way, the 
resulting data would be more relevant and informative for people who use 
electronic devices.  
4.4.4 Preference of digital devices 
 
Figure 39. Participant preference of digital devices (n=75) 
Participants were asked what type of digital devices they prefer in Q7, they 
could choose more than one device as their answer to this question. Figure 39 
shows participants preferences for digital devices when reading educational 
materials. Participants were able to select more than one type of device, 
meaning the total number of responses exceeds the total number of 
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In Figure 39, the most number of participants (52) said they would use a 
computer (desktop or laptop) as a digital reading device. Other participants 
chose different digital devices in similar numbers, with 12 choosing iOS 
tablets, ten choosing iOS phones, eight choosing Android tablets, and seven 
choosing Android phones.  
4.4.5 Frequency of reading digital information for education 
 
Figure 40. Frequency of reading digital information for education (n=75) 
Participants were asked how often they read digital information for education 
in Q8. Figure 40 shows how frequently participants said they would read 
digital information for education. The highest frequency of reading digital 
information was almost every day, with 31 participants. Behind that was 25 
participants choosing reading digital information once a week. Only 19 
participants said they would read digital information once a month, and no 
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4.4.6 Preference of library search interface 
 
Figure 41. Participant preference of library search interface (n=75) 
Participants were asked which library search interface they preferred, and 
why in Q9. Figure 41 shows the participants trends in choosing the eight 
different electronic interactive examples of library search interface for reading 
educational materials. In this figure, most of the participants (18 in all) said 
they would like to choose NF B1 as their first choice. Followed by NF A1 with 
16 participants in all choosing it. Thirteen of the participants in all chose NF 
A2. Other participants chose different examples in similar values, with eight 
in all choosing NF A3, seven in all choosing example B2, six in all choosing 
NF B3, four in all choosing NF A4 and three in all choosing NF B4.  
Among the participants choosing NF A1, four of the participants were from 
OUC, six of them were from UoW in Order 1, and another six of them were 
from UoW in Order 2. Among most of participants in choosing NF B1, nine of 
the participants were from UoW in Order 2, five of them were from UoW in 
Order 1, and the last four of them were from OUC. The participants who 
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UoW in Order 1, and four of them were from UoW in Order 2.  
The most often given reason for choosing the favorite library search interface 
was that the interface was considered easy for finding books (57%). For 
example, when selecting NF A1 as their preferred interface 16 participants 
described this interface as easy, while five participants describe NF B1 as easy. 
Eleven participants selected NF B1 and four participants selected NF A1 
because the interface gave useful information.  
4.4.7 Importance of book cover in the library search interface 
Participants were asked Q10: is the book cover important to you in the library 
searching page; and were asked to explain why. Among all the participants, 72 
of them thought the book cover was important in the library search interface. 
Only three of the participants thought it was not important.  
Among these 72 participants who thought the book cover was important in 
the library search interface, 36 thought the book cover would make the book 
that they searched easy to find, 15 assumed that the book cover could help 
them to know what they want, 11 participants thought it could give them 
more information, and last ten participants believed the book cover makes the 
interface look more interesting. The three participants, who thought the book 
cover was not important in the library search interface, thought it was not 
helpful for their searching. This was described by participant P7 who said 
“the book cover is useless for me, what I value more is the book content rather 
than the book cover”. 
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4.4.8 Importance of book description in the library search 
interface 
Participants were asked Q11: is the book description important to you in the library 
searching page; and were asked to explain why. According to participants, 71 
of them thought the book description was important in the library search 
interface, four participants thought it was not important.  
Among these 71 participants who thought the book description was 
important in the library search interface, 43 of them thought the book 
description could make the book easy to find, 13 expected that the book 
description would provide more related information, the last 15 people 
thought it could give them more clear information. Participant P11 explained 
that “through the book description I can know what this book is mainly 
talking about, and this would help me to find the right book”. The four 
participants who thought the book description was not important in the 
library search interface, thought it provided too much information that might 
disturb their searching. According to participant P4, “the book description 
gives me too much information, which could make me confused sometimes”. 
Participant P19 also said that “book description of similar books always tend 
to be the same, this makes it hard to choose”.  
4.4.9 Importance of book spine in the library search interface 
Participants were asked Q12: is the book spine important to you in the library 
searching page; and why. Among the participants, 43 thought the book spine 
was important in the library search interface. The other 32 participants 
thought it is not important.  
Of the 43 participants who thought the book spine was important in the 
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library search interface, 37 thought the book spine would help them to find 
out what they want, and the other six participants thought it could give them 
clear information about the book. From the 32 participants who thought the 
book spine was not important in the library search interface, 30 of them 
thought it was not helpful for their searching, and two of them assumed the 
book spine was hard to realize what they want. Participant P15 described it as 
“showing too many choices, which does not help in searching for a book”.  
4.4.10 Importance of related books in the library search interface 
Participants were asked Q13: are the related books important to you in the library 
searching page; and why. Almost all of the participants (74) thought related 
books were important in the library search interface. Only one participant 
thought they were not important.  
Among these 74 participants who thought the related books were important 
in the library search interface, 57 thought related books would help them to 
find out what they want, 13 people thought it could give them more 
information for their researching, and last four people believed related books 
let they have more choices. According to participant P11, “related books can 
remind me other useful choices”. The only one participant, who thought 
related books were not important in the library search interface, explained “it 
gives too much information, and is not helpful for definite searching”.  
4.4.11 More details of the book in the library search interface 
Participants were asked Q14: would you like to have more details of the book 
(author’s name, publication date, book blurb) in the library searching page; and were 
asked to explain why. Sixty-three of the participants thought having more 
details about the book (author’s name, publication date, book introduction) in 
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the library search interface was important. Only 12 of the participants thought 
it was not important.  
Among these 63 participants who thought more details of the book were 
important in the library search interface, 47 of them thought more information 
would help them to find what they want and let them have more choices. The 
last 16 people thought it could give them more information for their 
researching. The 12 participants thought having more book details was not 
important in the library search interface, six of them thought it gave too much 
information, and another six assumed it was not helpful for them to search for 
a specific book. According to participant P16, “more details means more 
trouble if I already know what I want”. He explained that he did not want to 
waste time on more book details, “if I know the title and cover of the book I 
am looking for, I do not need additional information”.  
4.4.12 Most useful example for browsing for a book 
 
Figure 42. Participant preference of library search interface for browsing books 
(n=75) 
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most useful to them for browsing for a book in Q15, and why. Figure 42 
shows the participants trends in choosing eight different examples of library 
search interface when browsing for a book. According to this chart, the 
greatest number of the participants (19) chose NF A2 as their preferred 
browsing interface. Following closely by 18 participants in all choosing NF B1. 
Twelve of the participants in all chose NF A1, nine of them chose NF A3. 
Other participants chose different NFs in a similar value, with seven in all 
chose NF B2, four in all chose NF B3, three chose NF A4, and the last three in 
all chose NF B4.  
Among the participants choosing NF A1, three of them were from OUC, six of 
them were from UoW in Order 1, and another three of them were from UoW 
in Order 2. Three of the participants in choosing NF B1 were from OUC, five 
of them were from UoW in Order 1, and ten of them were from UoW in Order 
2. Among the 19 participants who choose NF A2, three of the participants 
were from OUC, nine of them were from UoW in Order 1, and the seven of 
them were from UoW in Order 2. The participants who choose NF A3, two of 
them were from OUC, five of them were from UoW in Order 1, and another 
two of them were from UoW in Order 2.  
The most common reason that participants gave was they thought it would 
give them clear information when they were browsing books (63%). Sixteen 
participants used this reason to explain why choosing NF A2, another ten 
explain why choosing NF B1. The reason followed it was having highly 
efficient for their work (23%). Eleven participants used this reason to explain 
why choosing NF B1, and three explain why choosing NF A2. According to 
participant P21, “NF A2 that includes the bigger book covers and short 
descriptions gives me clear information, and I can find the book I want 
quickly”.  
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4.4.13 Most useful example for searching for a specific book 
 
Figure 43. Participant preference of library search interface for searching for a specific 
book (n=75) 
Participants were asked which example they think is most useful to them for 
searching for a specific book in Q16, and why. Figure 43 shows the 
participants preferences for the eight different examples of library search 
interface if they were searching for a specific book. From this figure we can 
see clearly that the most participants (18) would like to chose NF B1 as their 
first choice. Following it 14 participants in all chose NF A1. Eleven of the 
participants in all chose NF A2, ten of them chose NF A3. For other 
participants, eight of them chose NF B3, six of them chose NF B2 and another 
six chose NF A4. The last two in all chose NF B4.  
According to the 18 participants who thought NF B1 is most useful to them 
for searching for a specific book, nine of them were from UoW in Order 2, 
seven of them were from UoW in Order 1, and the last two of them were from 
OUC. Among the participants choosing NF A1, eight of them were from OUC, 
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UoW in Order 2. One of the participants in choosing NF A2 were from OUC, 
seven of them were from UoW in Order 1, and three of them were from UoW 
in Order 2. 
The most common reason that participants gave was it gave them clear 
information (36%), and followed it was gave a better navigation page (27%). 
Among the reason that giving clear information, eight participants used this 
reason to explain why choosing NF B1, another seven explain why choosing 
NF A1. The reason giving a better navigation page, 13 participants used this 
reason to explain why choosing NF B1, and two explain why choosing NF B3. 
Participant P9 explained that “I like the second page of NF B1, it shows me 
accurate information when I clicked on one book, and this is very helpful”. 
On the other hand, another participant P23 described that “the information in 
NF A1 is clear and enough”.  
4.4.14 Most useful example for information level of browsing 
books 
 
Figure 44. Participant preference of library search interface for information level of 
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Participants were asked in which example they find the level of information 
most useful for browsing in Q17, and why. Figure 44 shows the participants 
preference for the eight different examples of library search interface for 
information level when browsing books. According to this chart, the most 
number of the participants (19) would chose NF A1 as their first choice, and 
followed by 17 participants in all choosing NF B1. Sixteen of the participants 
in all chose NF A2, eight of them chose NF B2, and another eight participants 
chose NF A3. The last participants chose different examples in a similar value, 
with three in all choosing NF B3, 2 in all choosing NF A4, and two in all 
choosing NF A4.  
Among the 19 participants that choosing NF A1, just two of them were from 
UoW in the Order 2, seven of them were from UoW in Order 1, and ten of 
them were from OUC. Two of the participants in choosing NF B1 were from 
OUC, five of them were from UoW in Order 1, and ten of them were from 
UoW in Order 2. The participants who choose NF A2, only one of them were 
from OUC, eight of them were from UoW in Order 1, and seven of them were 
from UoW in Order 2. 
The most common reason that participants gave was they thought it would 
give them clear information (54%). Sixteen participants used this reason to 
explain why choosing NF B1, another 12 explain why choosing NF A2. The 
reason followed it was participants believed this NF has high efficient (31%). 
Thirteen participants used this reason to explain why choosing NF B1, and 
seven explain why choosing NF A2. According to participant P37, “NF B1 
gives me clear information, and it can help me find a book in a short time”, 
while participant P41 thought that “the bigger book cover in NF A2 makes 
finding books more quickly”.  
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4.4.15 Most useful example for information level of making a 
decision 
 
Figure 45. Participant preference of library search interface for information level of 
making a decision (n=75) 
Participants were asked in which example they find the level of information 
most useful for making a decision in Q18, and why. Figure 45 shows the 
participants preference for the eight different examples of library search 
interface for information level when making a decision. It was clear that most 
of the participants (20) preferred NF B1 as their first choice, followed by 18 
participants in all choosing NF A1. Eleven of the participants in all chose NF 
A3, ten of them chose NF A2, six of them chose NF B2, and another six 
participants chose NF B3. Three of the last participants chose NF A4, and just 
one participant chose NF B4.  
Among the 20 participants who chose NF B1, five of them were from OUC, 
five of them were from UoW in Order 1, and ten of them were from UoW in 
Order 2. Six of the participants in choosing NF A1 were from OUC, ten of 
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The participants who choose NF A3, none of them were from OUC, five of 
them were from UoW in Order 1, and six of them were from UoW in Order 2. 
The most common reason that participants gave was they thought it would 
give them plenty information to make a decision (31%). Thirteen participants 
used this reason to explain why choosing NF B1, another eight explain why 
choosing NF A1. The reason followed it was participants believed this NF has 
high efficient to find out what they want (25%). Ten participants used this 
reason to explain why choosing NF A1, and seven explain why choosing NF 
A2. For participant P47 who chose NF A2, “bigger book covers in this NF let 
me make a decision quickly”.  
4.4.16 Most intuitive changes example for clicking in the 
interface 
 
Figure 46. Participant preference of library search interface for intuitive navigation 
(n=75) 
Participants were asked in which example they find the changes most 
intuitive when they clicked in the interface in Q19, and were asked to explain 
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of library search interface for intuitive navigation. According to this chart, 
most of the participants (19) would like to choose NF B1 as their first choice. 
Following it, 16 participants in all chose NF A2. Nine of the participants in all 
chose NF B3, seven participants each chose NF A1, B2 and A3 respectively. 
Another six participants chose NF B4, and the last four chose NF A4.  
Among the 19 participants that choosing NF B1, four of them were from OUC, 
six of them were from UoW in Order 1, and nine of them were from UoW in 
Order 2. One of the participants in choosing NF A2 were from OUC, eight of 
them were from UoW in Order 1, and seven of them were from UoW in Order 
2. The participants who choose NF B3, five of them were from OUC, one of 
them were from UoW in Order 1, and three of them were from UoW in Order 
2. 
The most common reason that participants gave was they thought it gave a 
better navigation page when navigating to the last book page (57%). Sixteen 
participants used this reason to explain why choosing NF B1, another nine 
explain why choosing NF B3. The reason followed it was participants 
believed this NF has a clear connection (15%). Seven participants used this 
reason to explain why choosing NF A2, and three explain why choosing NF 
B3. According to participant P10, “I like the way of book cover page change in 
NF B3, and it is easy to get into the page with more details”.  
4.5 Discussion 
This research is about evaluating people’s preferences for library search 
interface design. As mentioned in Section 4.2, this study used an electronic 
display on a tablet supplied by the researcher on UoW and OUC sides. 
Participants were shown eight different electronic interactive examples of 
variations of a library search interface in the tablet.  
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The researcher collected information of several different library search 
interfaces in Chapter 3 (See Section 3.2). In Chapter 4 (See Section 4.2), several 
different library search interface examples were designed and tested in this 
study. The researcher designed three main types of the library Search Result 
Pages (SRPs), and combined these SRPs in eight different Navigation Flows 
(NFs), which could also be seen as eight electronic interface examples. The 
library search interfaces in these electronic interface examples included 
features that were useful for people to search for books, which were 
mentioned in Chapter 3 (See Section 3.2). In Chapter 4 (See Section 4.4), the 
researcher did a survey of these eight examples with 75 participants, and 
discussed the results. The participants presented various reasons to explain 
their tendency for these eight electronic interface examples. In this Section, the 
researcher analyzed their preferences for eight different electronic interface 
examples, and discussed the reasons for choosing these library search 
interfaces. The researcher was trying to find people’s display preferences for a 
library search interface design.  
4.5.1 Analysis of participants’ preference for book searching 
On comparing Figure 37 and Figure 38 (which shows the participants’ 
frequency in browsing books and borrowing books out of a physical library) 
with Figure 40 (which shows the frequency of participants in reading digital 
information for education), it can be clearly seen that the participants tend to 
choose digital reading rather than a physical library in academic area. 
E-reading becomes an increased choice for readers in recent years (Wu & 
Mitchell, 2010). Most of the students have read E-books before. It is interesting 
that in Figure 37, there are three participants who chose ‘Never’ when asked 
how often they browse for books in a physical library before. Also in Figure 
38, there are five participants who chose ‘Never’ when asked how often they 
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borrow a book out of a physical library. This may be because some of the 
participants were new students of the university, who had not yet come into 
contact with the university's library, and one of the participants explained 
that he did not want to go to the library to borrow books. The increasing 
number of electronic reading may have bigger influences on people’s 
behavior of searching books from physical library than the researcher 
thought.  
However, in Figure 39, it is seen that the participants preferred to use a 
computer (which included laptop and home computer) to read digital 
information. In addition according to Figure 40, all the 75 participants had 
read digital information for education before. The researcher also managed 
this dataset to make this study of people’s display preferences for a library 
search interface design more meaningful. Participants who had never read 
digital information for education before did not have enough reference value 
for this study.  
4.5.2 Analysis of participants’ preference in different orders 
For the materials used in this study, the participants from UoW completed 
this survey in Order 1 (A1 to B1 to A2 to B2 to A3 to B3 to A4 to B4). When the 
survey had been completed by half of the participants (30 questionnaires 
already finished), the researcher found out that the data was very consistent 
and aligned very clearly with the order of the examples. So during the survey, 
the researcher decided to change the order of the eight different electronic 
interactive examples, and include another 30 additional samples in Order 2 
(A4 to B4 to A3 to B3 to A2 to B2 to A1 to B1). Through this approach, the 
researcher could see whether the survey results changed, and to see if choices 
depended on the order of the samples or not.  
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On comparing the data relating to the eight electronic interactive examples 
shown in Order 1 with the data of the examples in Order 2, it was seen that 
although the order changes do have some impact on the data, the overall 
trend is predominantly the same. From Figure 41, it can be seen that the data 
of UoW which was done in the Order 1 tends to focus on NF A1, NF A2, and 
NF A3. On the other hand, the data of UoW that done in Order 2 tends to 
focus on NF A1, NF B1, NF A2 and NF A4. Figure 42 showed the same trend 
details. In Figure 42, the data of UoW done in the Order 1 tends to focus on 
NF A1, NF B1, NF A2, and NF A3, while the data of UoW that done in Order 
2 tends to focus on NF B1 and NF A2. In Figure 41 and Figure 42, it did not 
show significant difference between these two different orders. Participants 
tended to choose the same library search interface examples in different 
orders when asked Q9 and Q15. The interfaces and navigation flows they 
preferred in these two Interview Questions could have some similarities. 
Although shown in different orders, the library search interface with bigger 
book cover, book title, author information, publication date, and a short 
introduction of the book tends to be chosen by the participants. These factors 
in this library search interface may have motivated their choices. 
However, it can be noted that in Figure 43, Figure 44, Figure 45, and Figure 46, 
participants' selection trends for library search interface examples were 
affected slightly by these two different orders. This effect was most clearly 
reflected in Figure 43. Figure 43 shows the participants’ preferences for 
choosing the most useful electronic interactive example when searching for a 
specific book during their academic reading. In Figure 43, the data of UoW 
done in the Order 1 tends to focus on NF B1 and NF A2, while the data of 
UoW that done in Order 2 tends to focus on NF B1, NF B3 and NF A4. 
Participants tended to choose the library search interface examples that were 
shown in front of the order when asked Q16.  
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Although the order changes do have some impact on the data, the overall 
trend is predominantly the same. Participants tended to choose the same 
library search interface examples when they were shown the examples in two 
different orders. On the other hand, participants could also be affected 
slightly by these two different orders in some Interview Questions.  
4.5.3 Analysis of participants’ reasons for choosing library 
search interface 
As mentioned in Section 4.4, Figure 41, Figure 42, Figure 43, Figure 44, Figure 
45, and Figure 46 shows the participants preferences for the eight different 
library search interface examples according to different conditions. Figure 41 
shows the participants trends in choosing library search interface for reading 
educational materials. Figure 42 shows the participants trends in choosing 
library search interface when browsing for a book. Figure 43 shows the 
participants preferences of library search interface if they were searching for a 
specific book. Figure 44 shows the participants preference of library search 
interface for information level when browsing books. Figure 45 shows the 
participants preference of library search interface for information level when 
making a decision. Figure 46 shows the participants trends in choosing library 
search interface for intuitive navigation. On comparing Figure 41, Figure 42, 
Figure 43, Figure 44, Figure 45, and Figure 46, it can be seen clearly that 
participants tended to choose NF A1, NF B1, NF A2 these three library search 
interface examples.  
According to NF A1, the most often given reason by the participants for 
choosing this library search interface example across all the Interview 
Questions was giving clear and useful information (25% of all participants). 
Followed it the second most often-used reason for choosing NF A1 was that 
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the interface was considered easy for finding books (21% of all participants). 
The last often given reason for NF A1 was it could make the participants’ 
work more efficiently (13% of all participants). In NF A1, participants would 
get meta-data features included little book cover, book title, author 
information and publication date. When choosing one book, participants 
could navigate to the result page directly by one click. These features and the 
direct connection of this library search interface example may let participants 
feel they could find books easily, and get clear and useful information.  
According to NF B1, the most often given reason for participants choosing 
this library search interface example was that it gave useful information (77% 
of all participants). The second most often used reason for participants 
choosing NF B1 was it gave a better navigation page (38% of all participants). 
The third often given reason for NF B1 was it had high efficient for 
participants to find out what they want (32% of all participants). The last often 
given reason for NF B1 was easy for the participants to find books (7% of all 
participants). In NF B1, participants would get features including book cover, 
book title, author information, publication date, and short introduction. 
Participants could navigate to a Supplementary Search Result Page (SSRP) 
with more information details of the book they selected, and then connect to 
the result page. The SSRP of mixed book covers in this library search interface 
example may gave useful information better than other examples, and let 
participants feel it showing a better navigation page.  
According to NF A2, the most often given reason by the participants was that 
the interface gave useful information (37% of all participants). The second 
most often used reason for participants to choose NF A2 was it made the 
participants’ work more efficiently (22% of all participants). The last often 
given reason for NF A2 was it had a clear connection (9% of all participants). 
In NF A2, participants would get meta-data features included bigger book 
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cover, book title, author information, publication date, short introduction, and 
the ISBN number. While touching one book, participants went to the result 
page directly. These features in this library search interface example tended to 
gave participants useful information, and the direct connection of this 
example may made the participants’ work more efficiently.  
Other library search interface examples such as NF B3, the most often given 
reason for participants choosing was that it gave a better navigation page (15% 
of all participants), and followed it was that it had a clear connection (4% of 
all participants). Participants would get features including book cover, book 
title, author information, publication date, and short introduction in NF B3. 
Participants could choose one book by touching the book covers in this library 
search interface example, and get more detailed information about the 
selected book in a SSRP. When clicking the book cover again, participants 
could navigate to the result page. The SSRP and navigation in this example 
may let participants feel it gave a better navigation page than other examples, 
and had a clear connection.  
NF A1, NF B1 and NF A2 were frequently chosen as being preferred for 
similar reasons: easy for finding books, giving clear and useful information, 
making the participants’ work more efficiently, and giving a better navigation 
page and clear connection. The features in these three library search interface 
examples normally included book cover, book title, author information, 
publication date, and short introduction. According to the study of 
Vanderschantz et al. (2015), personal digital library users tended to choose the 
library search page with metadata, such as book title and book description, or 
use some way to implement a visual representation of a book, such as 
displaying a book cover (Vanderschantz et al., 2015). These common features 
were similar with the features in NF A1, NF B1 and NF A2, which may 
motivate participants’ choices.  
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When participants were asked in Q18: in which example did you find the level of 
information most useful for making a decision; some library search interface 
examples such as NF B3, NF A4, and NF B4 were almost never chosen (Figure 
45). While in other Interview Question such as Q19: in which example did you 
find the changes most intuitive when you clicked in the interface; these library 
search interface examples with book cover only or book spine only had an 
increasing selection compared with Q18 (Figure 46). This data provided a 
tendency for people who seem not want to change and try new things. 
Another possible reason to explain this preference was that the library search 
interface example has less changed comparing with the traditional library 
search interface in the Web. Traditional examples might be more helpful for 
searching or finding books.  
4.5.4 Analysis of the importance of library search interface 
factors 
According to the Interview Question Q10, Q11, Q12, Q13, and Q14, 
participants thought library search interface factors such as book cover, book 
description, book spine, related books, and more details of the book were 
playing an important role in their selection behavior of library search interface 
examples.  
Almost all of the participants (99%) thought related books were important in 
the library search interface. Followed it 96% of the participants thought book 
cover were important, and 95% of the participants thought book description 
was important. Most of the participants (84%) thought more details of the 
book was important. More than half of the participants (57%) thought book 
spine was important.  
The participants who thought related books were important pointed out that 
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this factor was helpful to find out what they want. The participants believed 
related books could give them more information for their researching, and let 
them have more choices. While the participants who thought book cover was 
an important factor, also preferred that book cover could make the book that 
they searched easy to find, and could give them more information. The 
participants who thought book description was important, explained as well 
that this factor could make the book easy to find, and would provide them 
more clear and related information. The participants who thought more book 
details of the was an important factor in the library search interface gave out 
similar reasons. They explained more details of books could help them find 
books, and let them have more choices. It would also give them more 
information that helps the researching. For the participants who thought book 
spine was important, gave out similar reason that book spine could help them 
to find out what they want, and give them clear information about the book.  
While there were other participants who thought these library search 
interface factors were not important. The only one participant who thought 
related books were not important assumed that it gave too much information 
and was not helpful for definite searching. For the participants who thought 
the book cover was not important, they indicated it was not helpful for their 
searching. The participants who thought the book description was not 
important assumed it provided too much information that might disturb their 
searching. For the participants who thought more book details were not 
important, half of them thought it giving too much information, and half of 
the participants assumed it was not helpful to search for a specific book. The 
participants who thought the book spine was not important indicated that it 
was not helpful for their searching, and assumed the book spine was hard to 
realize the topics they want.  
It can be seen that participants tended to give out the similar reasons to 
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explain why library search interface factors such as book cover, book 
description, book spine, related books, and more details of the book were 
important for them when selecting for books. The reasons mostly focused on 
easy and helpful to find book, and giving more clear and related information. 
While for the participants who thought these library search interface factors 
were not important, they pointed out different drawbacks of these factors.  
4.6 Conclusion 
In this chapter, the researcher designed models of nine typical library Search 
Result Pages (SRPs), which included the features that are commonly used in a 
digital library interface according in Chapter 3. Then the researcher combined 
these nine SRPs in ten proposed Navigation Flows (NFs). Three main types of 
the library SRPs and eight different NFs were designed based on these nine 
typical library SRPs and ten proposed NFs. This chapter analyzed a research 
of eight different library search interface examples that based on these library 
search interface models. These examples assessing people’s display 
preferences for a library search interface design. A survey of these eight 
electronic interactive examples was done with 75 participants from Ocean 
University of China (OUC), and the University of Waikato (UoW).  
4.6.1 Answering RQ3 
This chapter began to address RQ3: do people have a preference for how they 
search for books?   
Through discussing the results of this research, it can be seen that participants 
tended to choose digital reading rather than a physical library in academic 
area. The increasing number of electronic reading may have bigger influences 
on people’s behavior of searching books from physical library. When 
discussing participants’ trends in choosing digital devices when reading 
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educational materials in Section 4.5.1, it was seen clearly that the participants 
preferred to use a computer (which included laptop and home computer) to 
read digital information. Although the order changes of the digital library 
interface examples do have some impact on the data, the overall trend is 
predominantly the same. Participants tended to choose the same library 
search interface examples when they were shown the examples in two 
different orders. The library search interface with bigger book cover, book 
title, author information, publication date, and a short introduction of the 
book tends to be chosen by the participants. However, participants could also 
be affected slightly by these two different orders in some Interview Questions.  
The data discussed in Section 4.5.3 also provided a tendency for people who 
seem not want to change and try new things. Traditional examples with the 
interface factors such as book cover, book title, author information, 
publication date, and a short introduction might be more helpful for 
searching or finding books.  
4.6.2 Answering RQ4 
This chapter also began to discuss RQ4: what are the factors that affect people's 
preferences for library search interfaces?  
Participants tended to choose NF A1, NF B1, NF A2, NF B2 these four library 
search interface examples. The often given reasons by the participants for 
choosing library search interface example were similar: easy for finding books, 
giving clear and useful information, making the participants’ work more 
efficiently, and giving a better navigation page and clear connection. The 
features in these three library search interface examples normally included 
book cover, book title, author information, publication date, and short 
introduction. According to the study of Vanderschantz et al. (2015), users 
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tended to choose the library search page with metadata, such as book title, 
book description, and book cover (Vanderschantz et al., 2015). These common 
features were similar with the features in the library search interface examples, 
which may motivate participants’ choices.  
Library search interface factors such as book cover, book description, book 
spine, related books, and more details of the book were playing an important 
role in their selection behavior of library search interface examples. These 
factors would affect people's preferences for library search interfaces on a 
mobile device. Participants tended to give out the similar reasons to explain 
why these library search interface factors were important for them when 
selecting for books. The reasons mostly focused on easy and helpful to find 
book, and giving more clear and related information. While there were some 
other participants pointed out different drawbacks of these factors when they 
were asked to explain why these factors were not important.  
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Chapter 5 - Conclusion 
The purpose of this thesis was to study how the factors of library search 
interface design affect people's preferences. Through the research, 
participants’ data was collected and analyzed regarding people’s preferences 
for the display of books in a library search interface. The researcher concluded 
the important factors that influenced the preferences of the participants 
according to the results.  
The thesis collected the background information about E-book and the 
development and use of digital libraries and E-book by users. A Case Study of 
several different library search interfaces was conducted. Followed by the 
design of prototype digital library interfaces on mobile devices which were 
investigated through a Usability Study with 75 participants from Ocean 
University of China (OUC), and the University of Waikato (UoW).  
5.1 Summary 
This research is about assessing people’s display preferences for a library 
search interface design, and considers the influences that could help to 
improve library search interface design. Through the research, information 
was collected and analyzed regarding people’s preferences for the display of 
books in a library search interface. The information gathered helping 
determine the level of detail required and user preferences for the 
presentation of E-books to ensure ease of selection in a library search 
interface.  
In Chapter 2, the researcher discussed the literature on E-books and digital 
libraries. The definitions and concepts relevant to the investigation of E-book 
history, the differences between printed books and E-books, as well as the 
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development and use of digital libraries were expounded in this chapter. 
Here the researcher considered the steps of people's preference for choosing 
books, and summed up the reasons that people search for books. The research 
is undertaken into how to design and develop digital libraries for users. This 
chapter begins to address RQ 1: how do people search for books; and RQ2: what is 
required in a digital library interface? It was found that in the past two decades, 
the history of E-book has developed rapidly, the differences between printed 
book and E-book both have advantages and disadvantages, but it cannot be 
denied that E-book is gradually holding a dominant position in people's 
reading activities. People's preference for choosing books could be mainly 
divided into four steps: identify interesting books through the catalog, 
retrieve the books from the shelves, select available options, access and read 
the desired content of the book (Hinze et al., 2012). There are many reasons 
for determining how people choose books. The book searching reasons for 
students including length of the word, the size of the print, the length of the 
book, and other books related factors (Kragler, 2000). Children usually chose 
books based on the books’ physical characteristics. Many things such as time 
limitation, check restriction, personal restriction and self-concept would affect 
children's book selection behavior (Reutzel & Gali, 1998). Digital libraries 
have several advantages comparing with traditional physical libraries. The 
global spread of platforms has improved the potential of digital library in the 
teaching and learning area. This is important when considering the improving 
growth of digital media and mobile devices, which could help students set 
their goals and manage educational content.  
In Chapter 3, the researcher addressed the study of several different library 
search interfaces. The advantages and disadvantages of several different 
major categories of the library search interface were described in this chapter. 
Six university libraries, two city libraries, one E-book catalogue, and three 
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books sale websites have been chosen as the objects of study in this chapter. 
The researcher analyzed the features of each search interface, and identified 
features of interfaces that required investigation in the usability study of the 
subsequent chapters. This chapter continues to discuss RQ2: what is required in 
a digital library interface? In this chapter, the researcher discovered there are 
four major categories of the library Search Result Page (SRP) that the current 
library search page can be divided into: text title, title with cover, brief 
introduction and location information, and bigger book cover. For text title 
examples, people could only see the title list of book titles in the initial SRP. 
Compared to the text title only type, the examples of title with cover gave 
people more information about the books. Examples of brief introduction 
showed results with a brief introduction to each of the search results, while 
examples with bigger book cover was more focused on the design of the cover, 
which could be more attractive to capture the attention of consumers. There 
were nine features that are commonly used in a digital library interface on a 
mobile device, involved book title, author, publisher, publication date, little 
book cover, bigger book cover, introduction, location, and price. According to 
McKay (2011), there were five parts of the book that viewed most commonly 
by readers, included front matter, chapter headings, table of contents, the first 
page of content, and the introduction. This was similar with the features 
required in a digital library interface.  
Chapter 4 addresses a research of several different library search interface 
examples. The researcher designed eight electronic interactive examples of 
variations of a library search interface on a device, and undertook a survey of 
these eight examples with 75 participants, and discussed the results. This 
chapter begins to address RQ 3: do people have a preference for how they search for 
books; and RQ4: what are the factors that affect people's preferences for library search 
interfaces? From the results, it can be seen that although the order changes of 
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the digital library interface examples do have some impact on the data, the 
overall trend is predominantly the same. Participants tended to choose the 
same library search interface examples when they were shown the examples 
in two different orders, and could also be affected slightly by these two 
different orders in some Interview Questions. The often given reasons by the 
participants for the most often chosen library search interfaces were: easy for 
finding books, giving clear and useful information, making the participants’ 
work more efficiently, and giving a better navigation page and clear 
connection. Traditional examples might be more helpful for searching or 
finding books. Library search interface factors such as book cover, book 
description, book spine, related books, and more details of the book were 
playing an important role in their selection behavior of library search interface 
examples. These factors would affect people's preferences for library search 
interfaces on a mobile device. Participants tended to give out the similar 
reasons to explain why these library search interface factors were important 
for them when selecting for books. The reasons mostly focused on easy and 
helpful to find book, and giving more clear and related information.  
5.2 Answers to research questions 
Here gives a summary of the answers to the four research questions, RQ1 to 
RQ4.  
5.2.1 How do people search for books? (RQ1) 
This research question was talked in Chapter 2. Book selection plays an 
important role in book use process. According to Hinze et al. (2012), people's 
preference for choosing books could be mainly divided into four steps: 
identify the books they interest in through the catalog, search for the books 
from the shelves, select available options, access and read the required 
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content of the book. People choose books for many reasons. Students often 
search for books for reasons of the length of a word, the size of the print, the 
length of the book, and other books related factors (Kragler, 2000). Children 
usually chose books based on the books’ physical characteristics, such as the 
time limitation, restriction of the observation, personal reasons and 
self-conscious (Reutzel & Gali, 1998). Different people showed a great deal of 
variety of preferences for choosing books. More research needs to be done for 
the reasons of how people search for books in the future. Research on the 
behavior of people's book selection in physical libraries could provide better 
suggestions for people to choose books in digital libraries.  
5.2.2 What is required in a digital library interface? (RQ2) 
According to Chapter 2, there are many elements that can help improve the 
library search interface design. According to Martin and Aitken (2012), digital 
literacy has influenced the cooperation and creation between designers and 
writers. Designers should change their roles from historical design to 
collaborators. The design of digital library interface should create 
understandable interfaces and display the search results effectively 
(Shneiderman, 2000). The content presentation of digital library would have a 
big impact on readers’ search and reading behavior (McKay et al., 2012). 
Digital library users preferred to choose interfaces with metadata or visual 
representation of the book (Vanderschantz et al., 2015).  
In Chapter 3, the researcher discussed and analyzed several factors through 
four major categories of the library search interfaces through describing the 
advantages and disadvantages of them. There were nine features commonly 
used in a digital library interface on a mobile device, which involved book 
title, author, publisher, publication date, little book cover, bigger book cover, 
introduction, location, and price.  
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5.2.3 Do people have a preference for how they search for books? 
(RQ3) 
Research question 3 was investigated in Chapter 4. In this chapter, the 
researcher set a research of several different digital library search interface 
examples, which assessed people’s display preferences for how they search 
for books on a mobile device. The researcher developed different design ideas 
for digital library interface, and design eight different navigating ways of 
these library search interface pages. A survey of these eight electronic 
interactive examples was done with 75 participants. Through the results it can 
be seen that participants tended to choose digital reading rather than a 
physical library in academic area by a computer (which included laptop and 
home computer). Although the order changes of the digital library interface 
examples do have some impact on the data, the overall trend is 
predominantly the same. Participants tended to choose the same library 
search interface examples when they were shown the examples in two 
different orders. The library search interface with bigger book cover, book 
title, author information, publication date, and a short introduction of the 
book tends to be chosen by the participants. Traditional examples with the 
interface factors such as book cover, book title, author information, 
publication date, and a short introduction might be more helpful for 
searching or finding books.  
5.2.4 What are the factors that affect people's preferences for 
library search interfaces? (RQ4) 
Research Question 4 was also talked in Chapter 4. Chapter 4 analyzed a 
research of eight different library search interface examples that assessing 
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people’s display preferences for a library search interface design. The often 
given reasons by the participants for choosing library search interface 
example were similar: easy for finding books, giving clear and useful 
information, making the participants’ work more efficiently, and giving a 
better navigation page and clear connection. The features in these three 
library search interface examples normally included book cover, book title, 
author information, publication date, and short introduction. These features 
may motivate participants’ choices. Library search interface factors such as 
book cover, book description, book spine, related books, and more details of 
the book were playing an important role in their selection behavior of library 
search interface examples. Participants tended to give out the similar reasons 
to explain why these library search interface factors were important for them 
when selecting for books. The reasons mostly focused on easy and helpful to 
find book, and giving more clear and related information.  
5.3 Limitations & Future Work 
While 75 participants were interviewed a significant number of the 
participants were students. In this way the results may be limited. Larger 
samples of non-student participants might prove interesting for future study.  
Participants were asked if they have searched material or read material on a 
digital device for education before. All of the participants (75) had read and 
searched for reading material on a digital device before. The research 
intentionally sought participants who were familiar with searching for 
educational material reading material on a digital device. The questionnaire 
data was chosen depending on these two interview questions. If the answers 
of these questions were no, then this questionnaire data would not be used for 
the next step of this study. In this way, the resulting data would be more 
relevant and informative for people who use electronic devices. On the other 
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hand, the conclusion of this study may be narrow and limited. A selection of 
participants who are not regular digital information users could be included 
in future work in this are.  
The researcher used a single tablet as the device in the research, which may 
make the survey results have limitations. Participants might show different 
tendency of choosing digital library interfaces based on the size and display 
of different devices. A wide range of devices should be investigated in the 
future study.  
This study gave out the preferences of people for the library search page, but 
there were a lot of shortcomings and needed to be improved. The first thing 
was the one-sidedness of the data. Most of the participants were students, and 
larger samples could be collected in the future research. The second thing was 
people’s traditional trend of the test examples. According to the findings, 
participants seemed to give similar reasons for choosing library search 
interface examples. Another possible reason to explain this was that the test 
examples had less optional choices. Future research could be improved in 
these areas with more detailed study of the digital library interfaces.  
5.4 Conclusions 
The main purpose of this thesis was to find out the factors of library search 
interface design that affect people's preferences. The researcher concluded the 
important factors that influenced the preferences of the participants according 
to the results.  
People choose books for different reasons. Different people showed a great 
deal of variety of preferences for choosing books. Through the results of the 
survey of eight different library search interface examples, the library search 
interface with bigger book cover, book title, author information, publication 
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date, and a short introduction of the book tends to be chosen by the 
participants. These features may motivate participants’ choices, and the 
participants tended to give out the similar reasons. The often given reasons by 
the participants were: easy for finding books, giving clear and useful 
information, making the participants’ work more efficiently, and giving a 
better navigation page and clear connection. Library search interface factors 
such as book cover, book description, book spine, related books, and more 
details of the book were playing an important role in their selection behavior 
of library search interface examples. Participants tended to give out the 
similar reasons to explain why these factors were important: easy and helpful 
to find book, giving more clear and related information. Traditional examples 
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Material for Usability Study   
This appendix contains all the relevant material for the Usability Study of the 
users reported in this paper.  
 Ethical Approval Letter from the Human Research Ethics Committee of 
the Faculty of Computing and Mathematical Sciences at the University of 
Waikato, dated 29 November 2016;  
 Participant Information Sheet and Consent Form (both in English and 
Chinese), which overview the learning objective and procedure, and the 
rights of participants;  
 Research Interview Form (both in English and Chinese), which includes all 






























































Figure 55. Research Interview Form (Chinese). Page 2 
 
